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NEW PRODUCTS LAUNCHING
EXCLUSIVELY AT GESS DUBAI
With more than 100 of our exhibitors launching products at the event this year, it’s the place to source the latest
and most innovative products for your classroom. Here’s just a taste of the new to market brands and products
you can see first, exclusively at GESS Dubai.

ATLAB STEM ACADEMY

B10

The first-ever digital curriculum integrated STEM
Learning solution for Schools, designed to cater
for STEM learning requirements of international
curriculum (including NGSS, IB and IGCSE) based on
hands-on learning and competency skill assessment.
Providing an integrated STEM approach in the school
timetable, visit the stand to get a hands on demo as
well as complimentary limited term content access.

CONNECT

Connect are launching new avatars for their virtual
reality training platform C-Live, which operates in
real time and is not pre-recorded. As well as giving
teachers confidence by allowing them to practise
their classroom strategies, avatars are controlled
by simulation specialists and interact directly with
participant.

DELTA SOFT
CENTURY TECH

Q61

CENTURY Tech will be launching its artificially
intelligent learning platform that learns how every
brain learns into the UAE at GESS. It instantly creates
a personalised learning path for every student and
automates routine tasks for teachers, using algorithm
based adaptivity and advances in big data, AI, machine
learning and neuroscience to form learning journeys
as unique as each student. CENTURY will be offering
a free trial of the platform for schools as well as 10%
discount for attendees of GESS.
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P31

E74

“Drossey” is an educational environment that
mixes live lessons, videos, activities, and test for
K12 education. It increases interaction between
teacher and student through both synchronous and
asynchronous learning.
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DFROBOT

G63

Boston kit a STEM education tool cultivates students’ creativity with hands-on experience. It’s a powerful kit with
electronic blocks that develop logical and creative thinking. With a simple set-up process, the possibilities are
endless. Special discounts are available onsite at GESS Dubai.

EMILE EDUCATION

Q63

Emile is launching at GESS, developed with
Manchester Metropolitan University to be the most
engaging maths resource. Filled with games inspired
by Angry Birds, Tetris, Frogger…children will want to
play. If you want to find out how fun Emile is come and
play the games on the stand!

4

GAUSS SEATING CO. LTD

M1

Launching at GESS is the auditorium chair with A3
tablet and customisable power ticket. One of the
leading manufacturers of auditorium seating in
Taiwan, China and Vietnam with seating that can we
used in theatres, cinemas, concert halls, schools or
any public areas.
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GRAPHEAST

T54

Ever wanted to go to Mars? Now you can with
Skriware 2 education solution mission to Mars
launching this year at GESS! You can also find
affordable quality STEAM solutions and special priced
Corel Education Products. Get hands on their stand
as well with STEAM solutions and Adobe product
demonstrations.

IBTIKAR EDU TECH SOLUTIONS

L61

See Nasco’s new launch of their BioQuest®
Inflatable Lungs Comparison Kit, now available using
sheep lungs – it’s an impressive and unforgettable
educational product. Students and teachers can
benefit from hands-on learning materials for almost
any classroom from SEN, maths, science, P.E and
Art, making classroom instruction more engaging,
interactive and meaningful.

S10

Unique to the region is the launch of the Maker, a
locally designed circuit board that fits into the palm
of your hand, with 12 incredible features. An all in one
board that challenges the learner to explore, navigate
and create with the world of micro programming
and electronics. Visit Ibtikar’s stand to take part in
workshops to introduce the Maker and to get hands
on with this new and innovative product.
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NASCO

PHONIC BOOKS LTD

P51

Amber Guardians is the new series in Phonic Book’s
exciting quest adventures aimed at both beginners
and catch up readers. These age appropriate,
fantastically illustrated stories are specifically
designed to engage and excite reluctant readers. Visit
the stand to get a demo of their exciting Talisman
card game and get a free sample of their reading
books to try out with your learners.
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RED PANDA LEARNING

R31

Red Panda Learning is launching in the Middle East market at GESS, it’s a bespoke curriculum that allows
children to grow, learn and achieve. A unique early years programme, combining a tailor-made curriculum, easy
assessment tools and expert consultancy support. An innovative product that focuses on development phase
rather than age. Discounted rates will be offered for anyone who commits to the Red Panda Learning package
during the show.

SILVA EDUCATION

P62

Launching Arabia Readers, an exciting range
of graded readers written specifically for young
learners of English in the Middle East. Our products
promote traditional values and cultural heritage
through engaging stories and activities. They can
complement any core course material. Come and get
to know the characters that will enchant your primary
students and get free samples and discounts for bulk
purchases.
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We know it’s important to you to source the latest
educational products out there, in fact more than 60%
of you told us that you came to the event to keep up to
date with new products and services. We’re excited to
announce this year our first ever Start-Up Pavilion
and all the fresh to Dubai launch products, find it at
stand T60.
Avidia Labs will be showcasing Virtual Reality Kits, AR
and 3D Printers
Browzly for schools is an app to connect school
communities to read socially while allowing readers
to post book reviews and take comprehension quizzes.
An innovative social way to encourage reading whilst
helping measure progress and attainment on reading
levels and comprehension. Schools that sign up during
GESS Dubai can have a free trial until Sep 2018.

Nischint for education is a dedicated device
management system for schools, that easily converts
any device to an education device during class hours
in real time. Ensuring distraction free classrooms
with inbuilt cybersecurity for kids, so you won’t need
to invest in a firewall. Parental Control features
Ecosystem for management of digital device. They will
be giving away free subscriptions at the show.

Education 1st will be launching learning and
development courses including Teacher and Principal
licensing in the UAE. As well as providing information
about TELSUAE support and training, you can also find
out about their recruitment and consultancy services.
And for those visiting their stand you can enter and win
fantastic prizes.

Parents FC LLC is a software for teachers and parents
to save time, optimise communication and share
information. This international platform allows you
to save money in your educational establishment
and is designed for use from nursery to primary
school. Make sure you check out their product to take
advantage of special prices for new customers.

IDENTIGY is redefining how the education sector
benefits from technology - Single platform, multiple
services, one ID and driving digital transformation for
over 3000 major institutions around the world. The
platform adds value for teachers and students through
access management, student smart ID, cashless
services, workforce management, time & attendance,
student incentives/rewards and visitor management.

Robotrack by Brain Development will be showcasing
equipment and educational programmes in robotics &
neurotechnology

Kamkalima brings together AI and Arabic in an
e-learning platform that meets the needs of teachers
and students, it’s smart learning that’s fun! The digital
library offers high level readers with interest whilst
being aligned with national Arabic learning standards
to cover all core language skills. Visit Kamkalima
today for a virtual tour, and an exclusive 20% discount
for your school!
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Smart Apps Creator helps students and teachers
produce mobile app in minutes. No coding skill
required and is especially great for STEM. Visit them
at GESS Dubai for demonstrations, giveaways and
discounts.
Wolfcodes will be exhibiting interactive digital
computer science coursework for efficient teachinglearning process and an adaptive learning system
and performance analysis. These products offer
state-of-the-art technologies that are easily adaptable
anywhere, rather than tech that may not be accessible
to many.
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Make sure you visit our new and exciting Innovation
Pods area stand F60, featuring the brightest new
companies that have never exhibited at GESS
Dubai before. From STEM, to Digital & Interactive
Technology, Games and Online/e-learning resources,
there’s a range of products to inspire your students.
5-a-day Fitness is the ultimate fun fitness resource
for primary schools. Increase daily physical activity
with their online 5-minute routines that are designed
specifically for projection onto whiteboards. There’s
no teacher preparation required. Simply watch, join
in, have fun, get fit and learn. With routines designed
to energise pupils in the classroom as well as an
MFL section in French and Spanish & Time2Chill
mindfulness routines. Check them out to get one of
their 14 day free trials to our online subscription service
as well as a special discounts for GESS delegates.
Clicker 7 is an award-winning literacy tool for
Primary and Special Needs. DocsPlus is a new
innovative exam-friendly secondary writing tool.
The Clicker family provides speaking, listening,
reading and writing support on computers, iPads and
Chromebooks. DocsPlus is examination-ready. Come
and see their products to experience the best literacy
software available anywhere and every visitor will be
entered into a draw to win free software.
See GCSEPod in action, meet one of the founders and
if you subscribe at GESS, you’ll get £250 vouchers plus
extra time free (terms and conditions apply). Currently
being used in more than 1,200 schools in 29 countries,
with proven impact on progress and results via online
GCSE/IGCSE subject knowledge on any device. The
innovative features include; Unique ‘Pods’: 3-5 min.
focused topic knowledge for 20+ subjects, filtered by
exam; auto-generated knowledge gap Boost playlists;
and much more.

learning-led / praise-led news, doesn’t add extra work
to staff and gives school leaders control. It’s a great way
for your school to engage with parents, with a simple
set up and gives parents the information they want.
MegaExams is an evaluation platform that helps
teachers automate examinations, creating papers
suited to the strengths and weakness of each student
quickly. Students can get an in-depth analysis of their
performance and improve. Already having made a big
impact in India, they are looking for the right partners
to expand into the Middle East market.
MyTutor matches school pupils with inspiring tutors who
are currently studying at the UK’s leading universities
in our innovative online lesson space. With all content
exclusively online, pupils can access tuition from
exceptional tutors regardless of location. Currently
working with over 100 schools and universities, visit them
to meet the co-founder and find out how the product can
enrich your pupils and support your teachers.
ScienceScope – The IoT@School exploratory is an
online resource designed to bring the Internet of
Things (IoT) concept into the classrooms through
device date. ScienceScope are also showcasing
Micro:bit designed to make programming accessible
and straight forward to teach and learn.

MarvellousMe is launching in the Middle East at
GESS and is looking for trailblazers and partners.
It’s a fun and consistent way for your whole school to
engage parents in their children’s learning, character
development, rewards and praise. With an innovative
approach, it gives parents positive, personal and

8
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INNOVATE MY SCHOOL SPEED NETWORKING
WHAT IS IT?
Hosted by Innovate My School and taking place during GESS Dubai these five
sessions will bring together educators from across the Middle East and introduce
them to a handpicked selection of the most forward-thinking international edu-innovators. Delegates get to
experience a vast range of products and services in an engaging, timed setting; this supports them to achieve
their objectives for attending GESS Dubai more effectively. Please note, the Speed Networking sessions are
separate sessions as part of GESS Dubai - delegates attending GESS will need to register in advance for the
Speed Networking sessions to ensure that their place is booked prior to the event.

WHERE IS IT TAKING PLACE?
The speed networking arena will be located at F70 at the back left of the hall, a short walk from the
GESS Talks arena.

WHEN IS IT TAKING PLACE?
For all education professionals, you can select to attend any of the three following Speed Networking sessions:
•
•
•

Tuesday 27th February		
Wednesday 28th February
Thursday 1st March		

11:30 - 12:30
11:30 - 12:30
11:30 - 12:30

For GESS VIP Club members, you can select to attend any of the two following Speed Networking sessions:
•
•

Tuesday 27th February		
Wednesday 28th February

16:00 - 17:00
16:00 - 17:00

Please ensure you arrive 5 minutes before the Speed Networking session is due to start.

WHO SHOULD GO?
These morning sessions are open to any education professional attending GESS Dubai who want to learn from a
selection of the most forward thinking companies, that will help them innovate their school.
VIP Sessions - These afternoon sessions are open to GESS VIP club members only, who want to learn from a
selection of the most forward thinking companies, that will help them innovate their school.

9
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HOW MUCH DOES IT COST TO ATTEND?
This event is free of charge, but as the Speed Networking is taking place during GESS, it will be extremely busy
and tickets will go fast, so book yours in advance!

WHO ARE THE PROVIDERS?
This is a surprise! Each of the suppliers have been selected based on the most leading-edge products in the
education industry, with the aim of supporting schools to innovate in multiple areas across the curriculum.
This will be through a range of areas, such as: school fitness, school information management systems (SIMS),
educational videos, assessment, safeguarding, literacy, visitor admin, tutoring and much more.

WILL I NEED TO REGISTER TWICE TO ATTEND GESS DUBAI?
No. Registering for a Speed Networking session will also automatically register your details to attend GESS Dubai,
the event organisers will be in touch following your Speed Networking booking with your official show badge.

SIGN UP NOW

10
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INSPIRATIONAL STEAM PRODUCTS TO MAKE
STUDENTS TODAY THE LEADERS OF TOMORROW
STEAM education is vital in preparing the students of today for the jobs of tomorrow. It is highly likely that many
of the jobs the students sitting in your classrooms will go on to do, don’t even exist yet. STEAM education covers
a wide range of subjects, giving students the power to think critically and use their initiative to problem solve
and become the leaders of tomorrow. Keep reading to find out how these STEAM products from our exhibitors
can help you effectively implement an inspiring STEAM curriculum in your school.

AL MAZROUI MEDICAL GROUP

K10 & L10

Visit the stand to see the new launch of the science
catalogue, and see a wide range of products that
provide complete solutions for customers. Including
design and technology product from tech soft which is
made and customised as per British curriculum and
high quality products for schools and universities to
help them do experiments in practical, hands on ways.

AMATROL

C40

Amatrol will be displaying their portable training
systems (full-scale versions available) as well as their
new Skill Boss training system. An Amatrol learning
system contains everything you need to teach the
subject – a trainer, either equipment based or virtual,
and curriculum.
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BYTRONIC LTD

P20

Launching at GESS is Process Control, Automation
Systems and Field-Bus Technology, all of which are
essential to drive the modern manufacturing process
of tomorrow. Come to their stand to see full product
demonstrations from BEETEG, Bytronic, Cussons
Technology, Lj Create, Mechatronics and RJH.

CUSSONS TECHNOLOGY

P20

With the launch of their new range of Modular
Structures Teaching products, these three new
structures teaching products and software that
making teaching and learning about structures
efficient, and enjoyable. The products are easy to
assemble and set up, with new and innovative plug
and play computer interface included as standard.
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DATA HARVEST GROUP

Q24

See the latest in STEM innovation with the launch
of Wireless Smart Sensors: A Bluetooth solution
that integrates seamlessly into the classroom. PC,
Mac, Tablets & Phones. It’s a fully integrated range
of sensors and loggers. Visit the stand to build and
control real robots with Scratch.

ELIZLABS

Launching “Physics.Easy” is an integrated, innovative
solution for studying and performing experiments in
physics which includes 4 sets of equipment integrated
with student papers and video lessons. It makes
studying physics easy, visit the stand to see live
experiments.

FUN ROBOTICS
EDX EDUCATION

D62

With early years/primary education and mathematics
resources being a focus this year. Edx Education will
launch a fun2play system. #learnbyplay. With sand
and water trays, accessories, mathematics resources,
games/kits and so much more to view. With the
right learning tools in a classroom you can motivate
students to engage play, that will extend their learning
in the classroom, find out how first hand and have a
hands on experience of all their educational products.
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S63

A2

Offering innovative training solutions that provide
the latest stem and robotics education. See different
Robotics and STEM Platforms. showcasing Fun
Robotics unique training services that are offered to
schools and teachers.
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KICKTEK / PROJECTORLAMPSFORSCHOOLS.CO.UK / TEACHTECH.XYZ

Q62

With products hand selected to bring you the best STEM based teaching aids from coding kits to Robots and
everything between. Teachtech are experts in educational aids in technology and pride themselves on their ability
to source virtually any educational materials you need in the classroom.

LABTECH

G30

Delivering TVET training solutions for use in the
classroom to impart employable skills to students,
the very core of their designs are modular enabling
students to connect concepts, and schools to save on
costs by combining technology components. Make
sure you check out their stand for a demo of how to
teach TVET using Virtual Reality.
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LJ CREATE

P20

Visit to see the launch of Hybrid Vehicle Technology
and SCADA Industrial Controls. With over 10,000
interactive lessons available on the cloud for STEM
career development and interactive on-screen
simulators to match our vocational learning hardware
it’s a must see, especially as visitors to GESS can get
one month online access to their STEM library.
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OPTIKA SRL
MOHAN BROTHERS

M60

With innovative and cost effective solutions that deliver
high performance, reliability and ease of operation,
you can see the launch of the Farm Tractor working
demonstration model.

All products are made in Italy and include Van De
Graaff, Air track, Ripple tank, Photoelectric effect
apparatus and ballistic pendulum, with a team of
physicists and biologists working to meet market
demands by designing and producing durable, userfriendly educational scientific lab equipment

RJH FINISHING SYSTEMS LTD

NTL FRUHMANN GMBH

C30

Presenting the latest addition to the range of Student
Experiment Kits and a compilation for experiments
for the topics “Work, Power and Efficiency”. The
products are simple, fast and safe to use, with large
documentation for experiments and a high quality and
long life circle.

14

E30

P20

RJH machines are designed specifically for the
teaching of valuable hands-on skills such as grinding,
polishing, sanding and drilling. RJH machines are
built to the highest safety and quality standards and
are designed to be easy and safe enough for students
to use themselves. Learning these hands-on skills
is one of the foundations of D&T and engineering.
See first hand how the machines on the stand can
facilitate this.
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SCI-TECH – UK
Check out their innovative DAQ and SCADA based
trainers and apparatus, one of the few companies
making unique trainers.

SEABERY
A3

WP5

Presenting Augmented Training methodology
which includes Augmented Reality to enhance the
training and acquisition of skills and designed for the
Vocational Market. The Augmented Reality simulation
trains welders saving costs and time, reducing risks
and emissions.

STEM REVOLUTION MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT TRAINING LLC

E54

STEM Revolution offers professional development for STREAM education along with student summer camps.
Taking education to the next level by focusing on collaboration, leadership, and innovation. With innovative STEM
Buses that reach over 40,000 students a year and encourage hands-on learning for STEM education. Come
experience the latest in STEM learning technology through hands-on activities; including virtual reality, robotics,
and even photo opportunities!

15
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TEXTHELP

L2

The latest innovation EquatIO, makes it easy to create
digital, accessible math and STEM content in G Suite.
With language and learning tools to engage learners
as well as increase productivity and efficiency in the
classroom.

SOLUTION ENGINEERING SD. BHD.

WP4

One of the leading brand of teaching equipment for
engineering education, Solution Engineering will
be exhibiting teaching equipment for engineering
education in chemical, mechanical, electrical, civil
and control engineering. Products featured include;
SCADA and CAL software.

THINKPLAY LTD T/A MORPHUN

STEMA TRAINING AND
DEVELOPMENT CENTER

R63

Visit GESS Dubai to see the launch Hi-Qube, their
newest and youngest age construction product. All
MORPHUN’s brands are designed for education
through fun. Each product contains instructions for
kids as well as for teachers. Visit their stand to enter
the amazing world of MORPHUN bricks.
H3

STEMA is the internationally accredited STEM
organization & KHDA approved specialized centre,
specialised in STEM Training and Curriculum
development. Empowering youth in the region through
our wide range of programmes designed to shape our
youth into young leaders, problem solvers, lifelong
learners and innovators.. Educational solutions &
training services for students and teachers, like
weekend courses, camps, after school programs,
ECA, and Training of Trainers. Visit their stand for
giveaways, discount vouchers for their courses
(teachers & students) and the chance to design your
own VR world.

YUAN TECHNOLOGY LIMITED

WP6

Come and see human anatomy models, human
skeleton models, biological models, animal models to
help students learn anatomy structure.

16
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LEGO EDUCATION INNOVATION STUDIO WORKSHOPS
TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Park for Years

Maker to engage students with
MINDSTORMS EV3

Do 2.0 further with Maker

Come and explore Early LEGO
Education’s latest offering for
the STEAM curriculum. This
fantastic DUPLO set allows
children to build on their
natural curiosity and desire to
10:30-11:30 create, explore, and investigate
the world of science, technology
engineering, art and math.
Aimed at Foundation Stage and
Early Years’ teachers.

Take part in this workshop and
see if you can design a security
system to protect your property
from intruders. Maker brings
out the creativity in us all as we
design the most effective solution.

Presented by Abdallah El
Marhoune in English

See how elementary students can
become designers, coders and
problem solvers all in one activity.
Take part in LEGO Education’s
Maker activities for WeDo 2.0.

Presented by Mina Yacoub in
Arabic

Presented by Mina Yacoub in
English
Taking WeDo 2.0 further with
Maker
See how elementary students
can become designers, coders
and problem solvers all in one
activity. Take part in LEGO
Education’s Maker activities for
12:00-13:00 WeDo 2.0.

Presented by Mina Yacoub in
English

STEAM Park for Early Years
Come and explore LEGO
Education’s latest offering for the
STEAM curriculum. This fantastic
DUPLO set allows children to
build on their natural curiosity
and desire to create, explore, and
investigate the world of science,
technology engineering, art and
math. Aimed at Foundation Stage
and Early Years’ teachers.

Maker to engage students with
MINDSTORMS EV3
Take part in this workshop and see
if you can design a security system
to protect your property from
intruders. Maker brings out the
creativity in us all as we design the
most effective solution.

Presented by Abdallah El
Marhoune in English

Presented by Mina Yacoub in
Arabic
Using Maker to engage
students with MINDSTORMS
EV3
Take part in this workshop and
see if you can design a security
system to protect your property
13:30-14:30 from intruders. Maker brings
out the creativity in us all as
we design the most effective
solution.

Taking WeDo 2.0 further with
Maker
See how elementary students can
become designers, coders and
problem solvers all in one activity.
Take part in LEGO Education’s
Maker activities for WeDo 2.0.

Presented by Mina Yacoub in
English

Presented by Abdallah El
Marhoune in Arabic

STEAM Park for Early Years
Come and explore LEGO
Education’s latest offering for the
STEAM curriculum. This fantastic
DUPLO set allows children to
build on their natural curiosity
and desire to create, explore, and
investigate the world of science,
technology engineering, art and
math. Aimed at Foundation Stage
and Early Years’ teachers.

Presented by Mina Yacoub in
English

Try more and discover more in STEM using Machines and Mechanisms with Maker
Come and design the next wearable gadget. Using the LEGO bricks explore and design a wearable item that
15:00-16:30 makes your life easier. Explore the material from the Maker activities in the fun hands on.

Presented by Abdallah El Marhoune

17
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EXPERIENCE 21ST CENTURY LEARNING
ENVIRONMENTS AT GESS DUBAI 2018
While much of the educational landscape has evolved beyond recognition in recent years, with advancements
such as robot teaching assistants and VR, right down to more everyday use of ed-tech on tablets and laptops. In
many cases however, classroom design and the general learning environment created for students still lacks
the same innovation. Rigid rows of desks and seats are no longer fit to support 21st Century learning!
That’s why at GESS Dubai this year we’re bringing you the thoughts, ideas and best practice from industry
leaders and pioneers, but also a more immersive experience of 21st Century learning environments, with our
a selection of conference rooms and breakout areas being kitted out by market leaders in classroom furniture
and design, Office Inspirations and Intermetal that will allow you to experience learning from a student’s
perspective.

FURNITURE DESIGN FOR THE LEADERSHIP LAB
Office Inspirations is proud to collaborate again this year with GESS Dubai organisers and will provide the latest
furniture and technologies solutions in the “Leadership Stream” conference, GESS “Social Media Hub” and
breakout areas.
GESS social media Hub will showcase a range of furniture and technologies enhancing movement, digital
communication and collaboration. The interactive screen from our partner i3 Technologies will enable to share
the latest posts and tweets.
The leadership stream conference will feature an ecosystem of spaces that offer choice and control. Research
shows that space shapes behaviour, place shapes behaviour and behaviour over time is culture. Building the
right culture has never been more important than it is now in this global, mobile 24/7 world. The environment is
an important agent that can enable openness, transparency and flexibility, helping leaders create the conditions
for an engaged, agile and resilient institution. It can support learning, amplify performance and wellbeing.
No one space can support the diverse needs of people. They need the ability to choose from a range of spaces,
based on the task at hand, and enough control over their environment to accommodate their individual, unique
needs. Come at the leadership stream conference to experience this palette of choice and control.

18
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FURNITURE DESIGN FOR THE NEUROSCIENCE ROOM
Learning on the go is much more prominent today than ever and the way teachers teach and the way students
learn is quite different than a few years ago. Technology is changing every facet of our lives, therefore, it is of no
surprise that today’s classroom is no longer rows of desks and seating of the past.
Engagement, movement, ergonomics and technology all need to be incorporated in today’s multi-faceted
classrooms. With educators looking to create classrooms that are more adaptable, collaborative and
interactive, flexibility is key and therefore, selecting furniture that can support these initiatives is paramount.
At Intermetal flexible learning is made possible with our modular furniture collections that consists of a range
of tables, seating options and furniture that can be arranged to the task at hand, attributing to developing the
student’s interest and that provides a healthier and more collaborative environment in which to learn. Creating
new learning spaces, at fast speed, when necessary, is what it’s all about.

ARE YOU DESIGNING OR SOURCING FURNITURE FOR YOUR SCHOOL?
HERE’S PROFESSOR PETER BARRETT’S TOP 10 WAYS TO INNOVATE
THE PRIMARY SCHOOL CLASSROOM
We’re thrilled to welcome Professor Peter Barrett, Emeritus Professor
of Management in Property and Construction at Salford University
and author of the Clever Classrooms report to GESS Dubai this year,
bought to you by Gratnells. He has provided expert advice to esteemed
institutions such as The World Bank on the impact of school buildings
on learning. His most recent work focusses on the theme of Senses,
Brain and Spaces with a particular interest in the area of school design
and achieving optimal learning spaces, culminating in the “Clever
Classrooms” report which will form the basis of his keynote address at
GESS Dubai on Day 2.
For full details of all his talks and workshops visit
www.gessdubai.com/speakers
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Professor Peter Barrett
brought to you by:

TIP 1 – MAXIMISE DAYLIGHT

TIP 2 – ENSURE ADEQUATE VENTILATION

Daylight is good for us. Where you can it should be
maximised, but subject of course to avoiding problems
with glare. Obstructing the windows with large
items of furniture or covering them with pupils’ work
is not usually a good idea. Depending on the orientation
and size of the windows in your classroom you may
need to use blinds, but only as much as you have to.
Of course there will be times when artificial light is
needed and good quality lighting is important to keep
up attention levels.

Again a very basic human requirement – oxygen!
An average classroom with thirty children in it will
develop poor air quality within 30 minutes if no fresh
air is introduced. This is important as poor air makes
pupils drowsy; not a good basis for learning. Active
use of opening windows is recommended as poor air
quality was very commonly encountered.
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TIP 3 – CONTROL THE TEMPERATURE

TIP 8 – ATTACK ON ALL FRONTS!

Hopefully you have a thermostat in the classroom and
can control your space to be cool but comfortable. If
there are problems of overheating from the sun then
external shading is the answer, as internal blinds
come too late, after the heat has passed through the
glass. Pragmatically though, you may have to use a
combination of blinds and ventilation.

The impact on learning of the above actions is spread
pretty evenly across all seven areas. So, don’t focus
on one or two only, but try to assess and address all of
them together. Not easy in a busy world, but once you
have taken an initial view it will get easier. A large part
of it is increased awareness to what matters – now we
have established the evidence.

TIP 4 – CHOOSE THE RIGHT LEVEL FLEXIBILITY

TIP 9 – DON’T ASSUME A “GOOD” SCHOOL MEANS A
“GOOD” CLASSROOM

A classroom that has defined learning zones, that are
suited to the pupils’ stage of development, assists
learning. Given the usual blended learning approach
to teaching that we saw, this means a range of zones
for the more play-based learning of KS1 children and
bigger, simpler spaces for KS2 pupils, as the learning
becomes more formal. So, do you need more learning
options – or maybe fewer?
TIP 5 – ENGENDER OWNERSHIP
Having aspects of the classroom that reflect the
individual pupils is important - some of their work on
the wall, names/pictures on trays and pegs, etc. Also
something that maybe they have created together
that makes the classroom instantly recognisable –
not just a soulless box. This is all supported by good
quality, child-centred furniture and equipment. Lots of
teachers do these things, and our evidence shows that
it really helps.
TIP 6 – MANAGE THE VISUAL COMPLEXITY
A mid-level of visual complexity is to be sought. This
is a lot to do with the displays, where you are aiming
for a lively feel, without it becoming chaotic. As a rule
of thumb, leaving something like 20-50% of the wall
space clear is recommended. Of course the basic
complexity of the floor plan and ceiling structure
is your starting position and should be taken into
account.

From our study we know that there are typically more
and less effective classrooms in the same school.
Sometimes it’s to do with the different orientations
of classrooms and other times it comes from the
different things individual teachers do with their
spaces. So you should look at every classroom as an
individual case. Design issues at a school level (shared
facilities, playgrounds, etc) were not as important from
our analysis as the factors at the classroom level –
which is, after all, the primary school pupil’s universe.
TIP 10 – REMEMBER TO SEE THE CLASSROOM AS
ANOTHER TEACHING TOOL
All of the above can sound like the type of thing that a
building surveyor would go on about.
Remember, these are the specific aspects that have
been shown to have positive (and, if ignored, potentially
negative) impacts on learning. You and your pupils
need all the help you can get to enhance learning,
so hopefully the physical features of the classroom
will now feel more like a set of levers you can pull to
positive effect.

TIP 7 – USE COLOUR CAREFULLY
Young children do seem to like bright colours, but
for effective learning a combination of quite a calm
background colour for the walls with some brighter
highlights, say the teaching wall or a feature area,
seems best. Then you have to factor in the effect
of the furniture and displays etc. So just stand back
and judge whether the colour scheme is “shouting
at you”, feels really boring and bland or is just right,
somewhere in the middle.
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HERE’S SOME OF OUR EXHIBITORS DISPLAYING THE BEST
FURNITURE, IDEAS AND ADVICE FOR YOUR CLASSROOM.
We’re thrilled to have leading companies exhibiting at GESS Dubai that are involved creating various classrooms
of the future. Find out how to set-up, design and implement the best learning environment for your classroom
and how the environment and infrastructure as well as technologies can positively impact a teacher’s or
student’s performance.

ARTE VIVA CHILD SAFETY

E32

The launch of their safe coat hook. A plastic coat
/ rucksack hook, which is replacing metal coat /
rucksack hooks and helps to avoid child injuries.
With a mission to reduce the number of accidents
at kindergartens and schools, by implementing
risk assessment files. Visit their stand to see niche
products to help reduce the number of accidents in
kindergartens and schools.

EARLY EXCELLENCE

T3

With demonstrations of their assessment and tracking system and providing expert advice on Early Years
pedagogy and provision, Furnware are exhibiting quality resources to engage creative learning & a unique room
planning service. Including EExAT which offers a complete solution to assessing learning in the EYFS, a model
Early Years classroom, designed and set-up by their expert team to inspire learning and support teaching.
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EDUFUN ALMANARA
EDUCATIONAL ACCESSORIES

R10

Launching new designs of their flexible furniture in
accordance with classroom management, tools which
can use space in multiple ways for better results.

FURNWARE

INTERMETAL LLC

G10

Intermetal are launching a new range of flexible
triangular tables that are available for all levels of
education. Visit their stand to see first-hand an array
of sustainable furniture that is constantly researched
to meet the need of both students and educators
including, tables, desks, chairs, storage, shelving and
partitions that are equipped with wheels that allow for
easy movement. During GESS they are giving schools
the opportunity to register to win a “lunch and learn”
session where students will visit their facility.

S52

Furnware work hand-in-hand with schools to create
innovative learning spaces for future-focused
pedagogies which are creative and flexible. Research
plays a pivotal role in identifying key insights that
ultimately lead to innovative school products. Come
and see their stand for helpful tips to make effective
changes in the classroom from educators in the know.

JOLLY BACK

R24

The award-winning Jolly Back chair is a proven
to reduce back ache in early years and primary
teachers, contributing to improved children’s learning.
Developed by physiotherapist, Lorna Taylor working
within schools, every feature of the Jolly Back chair
practically improves teacher’s health. Come and try
the Jolly Back chair for yourself and hear how and
why it is improving the lives of teachers at work and at
home. Take a break and sit down!
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KIT FOR KIDS

Q11

Launching their latest educational carpet designs as well as exciting new seating options. Kit for Kids specialises
in multifunctional educational children products including carpets, furniture and soft play seating. Their products
can be used to teach different subjects areas, allowing them to be multifunctional and also shared between
classrooms.

LAPSAFE

R32

LapSafe® will be launching their innovative
range of storage & charging solutions for laptops,
Chromebooks & tablets. LapSafe® products
incorporate innovative & intelligent self-service
solutions lead the way in mobile & fixed IT equipment
storage & charging. LapSafe® are experts in
their field of providing products for easy device
management designed for today’s classrooms.
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MARTI SCHOOL FURNITURE

L1

Marti is producing visual, functional, organic technical
and economic solutions whilst gaining the trust and
customer satisfaction. These innovative products are
looked at in terms of technology and details such as
colour, fabric, economy and ergonomics. All products
are guaranteed for 5 years.
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OFFICE INSPIRATIONS
METALLIFORM HOLDINGS LTD

P25

Launching whiteboard tables - hard wearing,
scratch resistant and excellent for brainstorming
ideas and antibacterial school chairs that kill up
to 99% of germs. With a diverse range of British
made classroom furniture ideal for any classroom
environment. Key elements to their products are
comfort, durability, safety and ease of maintenance.
Offering a unique combination of high volume
bespoke/standard products available from a choice
of over 1 million size, colour and shape combinations.
Visit their stand for USB/pens available as a giveaway.

Learning has evolved. Has your classroom? Office
Inspirations is one of the key leaders in providing
the latest educational solutions in UAE. Showcasing
a selection of the most innovative and popular
furniture, and technologies solutions - creating an
active learning environment. Their innovative products
enable creativity, communication & collaboration – the
skills demanded of today’s students. Make sure you
visit their stand to take part in an Instagram contest
involving painting activities. The winning prize is one of
the most popular products from Steelcase “Buoy”.

SPACEFORME
MOON KIDS

O60

Launching their unique range of children’s classroom
furniture including tables, chairs and storage units.
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J20

P25

Launching an innovative floor chair at GESS, using
the well-respected shell of the EN Classic chair, the
floor chairs offer comfort for children, and adults.
Focussing on 3 main aspects of their furniture Comfort, Strength and Style. All their products are
well designed, superbly built and seriously robust.
Check out their stand to get free miniature chairs,
stacking game, calendars, pens and pads giveaways.
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ARE YOU A LEADING LIGHT IN EDUCATION?

What does it make to be a school leader, how do you set standards and what outcomes should you be
measuring? We also know the retention of staff is a key issue in the UAE and understanding the difference
between management and leadership.
So this year at GESS Dubai we’ve implemented a Leadership Stream designed to answer and address the
challenges senior leaders face. Exclusively for our VIP Club members, these sessions are aimed at Leaders
within education from pre-school, K12 to those from HE/FE colleges and universities. Looking at the challenges
that leader of schools and educational institutions face, the qualities required to make a good leader and the
skills required to advance in senior positions.
If you would like to participate in these sessions please email us: vipclub@gesseducation.com

LEADERSHIP STREAM
Exclusively for GESS VIP Club members
Furniture supplier:

DAY 1 - 27.03.2018
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10:30 - 12:30

SCHOOL LEADERS FOCUSED ON IMPROVING STUDENT
LEARNING

Mary van der Heijden - Educational Consultant | Fieldwork
Education

12:30 - 13:00

USING CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (CPD)
AND LEARNING AS A CORE LEVER FOR SUSTAINED SCHOOL
IMPROVEMENT: WHAT DOES THE RESEARCH TELL US AND
WHAT SHOULD WE AS SCHOOL LEADERS DO?

Liz Free - Director | International-Leadership Academy, The
British School of the Netherlands

13:00 - 13:30

TRANSFORMING ASSESSMENT AND FEEDBACK WITH
COMPARATIVE JUDGEMENT - OUR SCHOOLS EXPERIENCE

Ben Rothwell - Head of Technology and Innovation | Victory
Heights Primary School

13:30 - 14:00

HAPPY CLASSROOMS

Dr. Hanadi Nasir Alsuwaidi - Specialist in giftedness and
creativity | Ministry of Education

14:00 - 14:30

KNOW WHAT IS INSIDE THE BOX BEFORE YOU PLAN FOR
OUTSIDE OF THE BOX!

Rachael Pryce - Innovation and Academies Coordinator | GEMS
National School for Girls and Boys / GEMS Metropole

14:30 - 15:00

BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE LEADERSHIP TEAM

James Roberts - Director of Standards | Innoventures Education

15:00 - 15:30

MEASURING STUDENT PROGRESS BY EMPOWERING STUDENTS
TO TAKE CONTROL OF THEIR OWN LEARNING

Tassos Anastasiades - Director | Ajman Academy

15:30 - 16:00

THE IMPORTANCE OF LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT TO
EDUCATION

Ayanthi Rajakaruna - Lead Consultant - Education | Brams

16:00 - 16:30

THE INFLUENCE AND IMPORTANCE OF VALUES DRIVEN
LEADERSHIP

Fiona Cottam - Principal and Chief Academic Officer | Hartland
International School

16:30 - 17:00

SCREENING INTERNATIONAL TEACHERS

Andrew Bowyer - Business Development Manager, Schrole
Connect
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DAY 2 - 28.03.2018
10:30 - 11:00

FAILURE AS AN OPPORTUNITY : DEVELOPING A GROWTH
MINDSET IN YOUR STUDENTS

Bashaer Kilani - Technical Studies Program Faculty | Higher
Colleges of Technology

11:00 - 11:30

NEXT-GEN LEADERS

Kevin J Ruth - Executive Director | ECIS

11:30 - 12:00

THE GLOBALIZATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION FACE THE ISSUESFIND THE SOLUTIONS

Abhishek Sharma - Founder & CEO, Foundation Holdings

12:00 - 12:30

INCLUSIVE ENVIRONMENTS THAT WORK FOR ALL

Maliha Ahad - Director | AIM Middle East Training and
Consultancy

12:30 - 13:00

COBIS PATRON’S ACCREDITATION AND COMPLIANCE

Colin Bell - CEO | COBIS

13:00 - 13:30

SERVANT LEADERSHIP - LEADING WITH A MORAL PURPOSE

John Trudinger - Primary Headteacher | The School of Research
Science

DAY 3 - 01.03.2018
10:30 - 11:00

PRACTICAL LEADERSHIP STYLES AND STRATEGIES THAT WILL
Katrina Franklin - Principal | American Academy for Girls
HELP IMPROVE EMPLOYEE MOTIVATION AND MORALE ON THE JOB

12:00 - 12:30

HOW TO LEAD AND INSPIRE TEACHERS WITH 4 LIVELY STRATEGIES

Janet Larsen - Senior Education Consultant/Trainer | Knowledge Group

12:30 - 13:00

TOMORROW IS THE WOMB OF TODAY

Susan Koruthu - Director & Principal Practitioner | Sceptre Life
Skills & Mind Fitness Centre

13:00 - 13:30

THE CHANGING FACE OF EARLY YEARS LEADERSHIP IN THE UAE

Sarah Rogers - CEO | Early Years Educational Services (EYES) &
Quest

13:30 - 14:00

TEACHERS LEADERS; CLIMATE SETTERS, CHANGE MAKERS
AND PROTECTORS

Loretta Sanders - Deputy Principal | School of Modern Skills

14:00 - 14:30

EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT IN EDUCATION

Zahra Hamirani - CEO | Blossom Babilou Nursery Group

14:30 - 15:00

EDUCATING FOR GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP: A CASE STUDY

Sara Ahmed - Educational Director | Elm International School

15:00 - 15:30

CONFERENCE CLOSE

Please note – Conference schedule is correct at time of printing. For the latest schedule please download the official GESS Dubai
event app or visit www.gessdubai.com
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G-SUITE FOR EDUCATION - LEADERSHIP FOCUSSED
WORKSHOPS
With a focus on implementation and the impact on the wider school community, Mark Duncan, Training
Manager at LearnIT will be taking two, 2 hour workshops tailored for our VIP Club audience. Get hands on with
the latest G Suite for education solutions and discover how implementing these solutions in your school can
transform teaching and inspire learning.

MARK DUNCAN
Mark achieved BA Honours in Business Management at Sheffield University
before starting his teaching career, culminating in becoming Head of Faculty in a
secondary school in London, UK. Mark is Training Manager with Learn IT, focusing
on implementation and project management of Google G Suite in educational
institutions around the gulf region. A key focus of Mark’s role is successful training
of staff and students to ensure strategic goals are met in organisations

G SUITE FOR EDUCATION & CHROMEBOOKS WORKSHOP

11:00-12:00 – 28 February 2018
Join us to find out how G Suite for Education can be used in a cloud-based classroom to improve teaching
and learning. Our interactive workshop will include an overview and ‘hands on’ play with the core G Suite
applications, and we’ll take a look at the popular Google device, the Chromebook, and how it can bring cost
synergies to your schools.

REGISTER NOW
1 March 2018 11:00-13:00 – VIP Club Marketing Suite
G SUITE FOR EDUCATION TRANSFORMATION PLANNING WORKSHOP

11:00-12:00 – 1 March 2018
As education leaders, we are trying to prepare our students with the skills ready for future challenges.
Before we can achieve that, we need to ensure we understand our school and staff and identifying areas we
can improve. Our transformational workshop will help you make important ‘moonshot’ IT strategy decisions,
ensuring you’re not just playing catch-up to other schools, but leading the direction in educational IT strategy.

REGISTER NOW
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SCHOOL MANAGEMENT SUPPLIERS TO
IMPROVE SYSTEMS AT YOUR SCHOOL
To help you with all your school management requirements, here’s a taste of some of our exhibitors providing
solutions, software and ideas to compliment your strategy.

CPOMS
CHQ GROUP

Q51

With CHQ, schools can use one platform to manage
clubs, sport, trips and events, extended school care,
holiday camps, school buses and parent evenings.
Launching at GESS is the CHQ BUS MANAGER Now schools can uniquely manage extra-curricular
activities and buses to and from school on a single
platform. Reducing administration whilst improving
communication & safeguarding. Schools subscribing
to CHQ Activities by June 30th, 2018 will receive CHQ
Parent Evenings free for 3 years

CPOMS is the market leading Safeguarding solution,
saving the most time and improving Safeguarding
record keeping drastically. Safeguarding is one of the
most important parts of school life, but is often still
performed with paper and a filing cabinet. CPOMS
pushes past this. Demonstrations of CPOMS are
available on request to anyone who visits the stand.

DIGITAL LANGUAGE LAB SOLUTION

CLASSROOM MONITOR

P60

Classroom Monitor is a fast and easy way to record
assessment, makes sense of data and creates
perfect reports for parents and inspectors. A fully
customisation pupil tracking platform to the meet the
local curriculum and inspections needs; including
Arabic, Islamic and Social Studies. Track your test
data alongside your curriculum assessments &
impress school inspectors with perfectly customised,
rapid data reports for ADEK and KHDA
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R60

M61

Introducing Digital Language Lab to GESS, teachers
and students will have advantage of using multimedia
and more conversation in language learning. The
master controller GUI shows student alignment
in the classroom and control function buttons for
language instruction activities or multimedia. CaLabo
EX allows teachers to teach languages in a PC-based
computer-assisted language lab.
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EES FOR SCHOOLS

P71

All products are shaped by extensive educational
research carried out in conjunction with high
performing schools. Over 4,500 schools in the UK
are using EES for Schools products and services to
improve teaching and learning outcomes. Target
Tracker is a complete assessment, progress
measurement and data analysis system for schools.
HOW2 - a new approach to professional development.

ETEACH

The global #1 education job site matching thousands
of teachers with schools worldwide and School
Recruiter, the industry-leading ATS. eTeach allows
schools to broadcast job ads to multiple sites &
attract the best teachers first via mobile adverts,
online forms & bespoke career pages. This state of
the art online recruitment technology will allow you
revolutionise your recruitment process and raise
teacher workforce quality.

ETON HOUSE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS MIDDLE EAST
Launching their expansion of International Schools in the Middle East, Eton House have been established 24
years with over 100 schools worldwide. They are going to be opening schools in the GCC, and want visitors to
build a connection with them.
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L63

GL EDUCATION

FIREFLY LEARNING

P42

Firefly has two new additions at GESS Dubai: their
parent app which brings parents into their child’s
learning journey. And a new assessment criteria, for
tailored feedback. Firefly - the online learning tool
that sets and manages homework, tracks progress,
shares resources, and engages parents in their
child’s learning. Firefly saves teachers time, let’s
students work in ways that work for them, engages
parents and gives leaders oversight of their school’s
progress.

Q50

GL Education assessments are used widely in
international schools in the region to improve
teaching and learning. Combining data from CAT4,
PT Series and PASS creates a unique student profile
that enables schools to determine student progress
and identifying barriers. You can also see their new
Group Reading and spelling test and also if you visit
their stand G Education are giving away their brand
International Report on Wellbeing for. If you want to
know more about assessment they are also running
the 1st Middle East Assessment Conference Dubai
at GESS Dubai- to find out more, email events@gleducation.com quoting ‘MEAC’ in the subject line.

ICARE

A20

Launching the new version iCare Teachers Mobile
App which is designed to facilitate the reporting
and tasks required from teachers. With modules
designed for students, parents, teachers and school
administrators, iCare is a fully mobile system
designed to be user friendly and fun to use. iCare are
offering a free trial period for schools and nurseries
during GESS Dubai.

FOLLETT SCHOOL SOLUTIONS

G72

Launching at GESS is Collections by Destiny – a
new, collaborative way for librarians, teachers
& curriculum staff to share free or purchased
resources across their school. Every school should
have a library that inspires reading and research and
Titlewave®, Destiny Library & Resources Manager,
together will bring your library into the 21st century,
creating libraries students will love. Visit the stand for
discounts on Lightbox titles for orders placed at show.
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K12NET STUDENT
INFORMATION SYSTEM

INVENTRY

R33

InVentry was built with and for education and is
trusted by more than 4,000 schools, market leaders
for sign in and visitor management. With simple to
use 19inch touchscreen with integrated webcam
- Facial recognition for frequent visitors - Staff
notifications for when a visitor arrives. Visit the
stand for demonstrations that will show how to
revolutionise safeguarding your school.

ISAMS

iSAMS makes managing every area of school life
easier and more convenient. It boosts communication
and engagement and cuts down on tedious admin. Its
clever design combines a single database and suite
of portals & apps to give you bespoke management
of academic, pastoral & administrative info. Find out
first hand and see demonstrations of the system live
on their stand.
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Launching the cloud version of an existing products
during GESS, visit their stand for promotions
around their launch product as well as try in a demo
environment their student information system which
is an interactive tool through its student and teacher
portals. A multi-platform product which includes
complete suite of modules and features required for
school operation and interactivity.

LEARNING LADDERS
Q52

S1

R70

Learning Ladders helps schools have more informed
conversations with pupils, teachers and parents
using ingenious ideas. Teachers can record progress
online, view gaps in learning and use all of the
Learning Ladders features to inform their teaching
and planning. Your Curriculum, Your Assessment,
Your Way.
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POBBLE

Q54

Teachers use Pobble to find the best teaching
resources, to give pupils an audience for their work,
and to make moderation of writing easier. Founded by
teachers, Pobble has gained the support of prominent
education leaders and authors such as Cressida
Cowell and Michael Morpurgo. We will be sharing our
Pobble moderation tool and Pobble resources which
will both help teachers save time.

NEXUSLIB

T1

Launching LapSafe RFID lockers at GESS, that are a
one card solution.

NORTHERN IRELAND EDUCATION

P61

Northern Ireland has a vibrant education technology
cluster delivering a wide range of innovative services
and products to customers across the world.
Capabilities include literacy, accessibility dyslexia
software, software for school improvement &
programmes to develop coding skills & content.
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REDIKER SOFTWARE INC.

F51

Rediker Software provides an integrated, affordable,
centralised, secure cloud-hosted solution to serve
all types of schools worldwide. With web-based
delivery, mobile accessibility and supporting ever
richer communication for schools, families and the
community. All products are accessible on any mobile
devices and meet the needs of teachers, students and
parents.
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SCHOOLBUSNET
RENAISSANCE

Q32

Renaissance are launching Star Early Literacy at
GESS Dubai and will also be bringing Accelerated
Reader. Both aimed at working providing teachers
with the tools to guide greater student growth.
Accelerated Reader is a unique reading management
software product, offering each student personalised
reading practice to flourish. Come to their stand for
free live demos, and free pens. Everyone loves pens!

Schoolbusnet offers unique functionality in managing
students transportation, addressing a gap in the
market this product provides automatic notifications
via SBN platform to Parents. Working in real time
they are fully in control to make changes to the
students transport schedule. Visit the stand for a
full demos of the system all over the world and to
arrange a trial period using school’s specific data.

SCHOOLS BUDDY

SATCHEL: SHOW MY HOMEWORK

R30

Q55

SchoolsBuddy -The Most Complete Extra Curricular
System, including Activities Management, Payments,
Bookings, Parent Communications & Safeguarding,
and launching at GESS is their International School
Payment System which can handle payments for
trips, clubs and more in most countries in the region.
Activities Management is one of their USP’s. Probably
the best After School / Activities Management module
in the world. As used in over 16 countries.

Their award-winning homework software is the
leading homework management solution for
communication, resources and powerful reporting.
Visit their stand to see why over 1,500 UK secondary
schools and schools throughout 23 countries
trust Show My Homework for their homework
management.
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SCHROLE GROUP

T2

Verify is a new product to complement their existing recruitment software Connect and relief teacher app Cover.
The suite of software solutions isdesigned to do background screening on international teachers. Advanced
digital matching solutions designed to specifically match the needs of international schools and transient
teachers, allowing schools to acquire teachers without recruitment fees.

SLICES

F32

Slices offers fresh, wholesome and nutritionally
balanced meals for students of all ages, as well as
nutrition education initiatives at schools and a healthy
school lunch programme for students and teachers
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WCBS

Q43

HUB offers elite data management tools to improve
student performance & progress, help with strategic
development, and enhance teaching and learning. A
true cloud, infinitely scalable and flexible modular
system, with a global reach and access anywhere, on
any device, in any language. Visit the stand so you can
see first-hand all the advanced features and benefits
the system delivers.
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EFFECTIVE TRAINING AND
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
We know from international research and evidence that “the quality of an education system cannot exceed the
quality of its teachers” (2007 McKinsey Report). The products below are from some of the leading training and
qualification providers so that you can pick up some fresh ideas and new ways to be inspired.

INTUITIVE EDUCATION

CACHE

R61

CACHE qualifications help learners raise professional
standards and have gained a deserved reputation
for excellence and leadership. Visit the stand to
discuss the gold standard in childcare and early years
education. View the Laser e-portfolio used by CACHE
centres across the UK and worldwide. They will be
demonstrating the Laser e-Portfolio and will have
some qualification information booklets and maybe a
cuddly toy or two!

FIELDWORK EDUCATION

Q42

Fieldwork Education provides international
curriculum and professional learning to more
than 15,000 teachers, in over 2000 schools, in 98
countries. Find out more about their international
curriculums and professional training courses and
meet Priyamvada Taneja, Regional Manager for India,
Middle East & Africa to find out more.
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E1

Intuitive Education will exhibit a range of school
improvement services and school investment options,
and are excited about the Cambridge International
Teaching and Learning and Leadership courses that
they now offer. Whether you are a school leader who
wants to pursue excellence within your school or an
investor looking to open a new school you should visit
their stand for demos on Frog Education and their
teacher training courses.

IRIS CONNECT

Q60

The IRIS Connect professional development platform
is already being used by over 2,500 in 18 countries
around the world. IRIS Connect professional
development platform. A proven tool to help
improve the quality of teaching and learning in your
schools, IRIS Connect provides schools with online
professional development resources.
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THE NISAI GROUP
LASER LEARNING

R61

Laser Systems are delighted to launch the new
and improved Laser Lessons professional learning
resources this year their UK CACHE qualifications.
The Laser e-portfolio and learning resources are
recommended by awarding organisation CACHE
for their centres - particularly internationally. Their
qualification lessons and CPD courses are written by
professionals with vocational experience and updated
regularly by our editing team.

Nisai will be introducing Lammas School, a new
branch of the Nisai Group. To the affordable private
education market. We offer a wide variety of services,
including iGCSE’s, A-levels, British curriculum and
Private Education. As a multifaceted education and
skills provider, our fully inclusive approach allows
us to internationally deliver academic, vocational
and skills courses from children through to adults.
Award-winning, Nisai is quality assured by multiple
external sources including the Secretary of State for
Education through the Section 41 Approved Providers
list, and OFSTED inspected Good.

PRATIQ™ THE CENTRE
OF DEVELOPMENT

MAKING STUFF BETTER

R22

At Making Stuff Better they coach ambitious leaders
thrive in order to have lasting impact in their schools
and communities. It’s the only company that coaches
ambitious leaders who want to have lasting impact
in a world that requires agility and choice. Come
and see them to find out how leadership coaching
can benefit your professional development and, in
turn, your school and benefit from a free 20 minute
powerful coaching conversation.
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Q25

Q23

Vocational education as online learning from your
home at your own time. Access to tutor support &
tutorial videos whenever you need guidance. Products
launching at GESS include, Early Years Educator,
Specialist Teaching Assistant, vocational assessor
and IQA, Education & Training courses on different
levels. CPD and short courses. Visit the stand for
discounts up to 30% off. A 20% discount applies to 1
course purchase, a 30% discount applies to 2 courses
purchased at the show.
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AN EYE TO THE FUTURE…
DIGITAL AND E-LEARNING RESOURCES
The education landscape has changed dramatically over the last 2 decades. With today’s generation of students
labelled as “digital natives”, it is vital that teachers and schools are able to provide 21st Century learning. Digital
Ed-Tech solutions are one way in which to do this. Make sure you check out our exhibitors who are providing the
very latest digital ed-tech solutions for the classroom.

HUANG’S TRADE AND
TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
PLATINUM SPONSOR

ALEF EDUCATION

L30

Alef is a K-12 technology-enabled education
solution designed to improve learning outcomes
in the mainstream classroom setting. Their
solution enhances the learning experience
of students by building content that carefully
interweaves skills, character, and knowledge. Alef
is committed to solve some of Education’s most
complex challenges, by creating a comprehensive
education system. The UAE intends to establish
the space technology sector as a key economic
sector and in line with that vision Alef has a
Mars experience ready. Alef addresses the most
significant challenge of the time, to improve the
educational outcomes to prepare students for the
skills of the future.
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M2

Create unlimited possibilities for Education and
find out about the latest technology and methods of
education. You can also see new launches including
AClass ONE Learning Companion Ap. One Student,
One World, HiTA Teacher Assistant App. Smarter
Teaching Assistance.

I-READY BY
CURRICULUM ASSOCIATES

D50

i-Ready is launching at GESS and is an interactive
online learning program designed to provide
individualided instruction based on each child’s
unique needs. i-Ready® answers “why?” and delivers
“what’s next?” i-Ready combines a valid and reliable
growth measure. Their measurement and instruction
solutions are proven to diagnose and accelerate
student performance preparing them for college and
career readiness. Make sure you visit their stand for
demonstrations throughout the day and a chance to
win a free 3 month trial.
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SANAKO CORPORATION
LITERACYPLANET

Q33

LiteracyPlanet is at the forefront of gamification in
e-learning, with powerful dashboards that allow
teachers to monitor all student progress. It’s the
most comprehensive and is proven to be the most
effective online literacy resource, boosting results
by up to 11%. They will be running a Word Mania
competition on their stand - a word building game
to see who can make the most words in 3 minutes!
Winner will receive a great prize.

O2

Launching Sanako Pronounce Live at GESS, you can
also see Sanako Study 1200 Multimedia interactive
Language LAB Version 9.0 which is a conference
interpreting activity module, featuring the latest
technology and learning using ICT.

TOTAL FLUENCY

R71

Offering a more effective and fun way of learning and
improving languages, enabling students to achieve
classroom ready English skills in 100 days. They also
offer two more programs “Language learning for
Busy people” and “Better grades with less stress”

MANGAHIGH.COM

R25

Mangahigh is a digital game-based mathematics
resource for primary and secondary schools.
Mangahigh’s adaptive games and quizzes scaffold
learning whilst effort and achievement metrics
provide incredible insight into performance. Visitors
to their stand will receive a complimentary 30 day
trial of Mangahigh.com.
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BRIGHT SCREENS AND IDEAS –
MULTIMEDIA AND ICT
These exhibitors are bringing the latest hardware and technology to GESS Dubai, whether you’re looking to
source projectors, interactive screens or solutions or ICT solutions we’ve got it all.

ABCOM SOLUTIONS LLC

A1

They will be exhibiting Projectors, Interactive Panels, Printers, Visualizers & Audio Equip that could transform
your traditional classroom experience as well as launching Viewsonic Interactive Panels - featuring 4K Ultra HD
resolution and an immersive multi touch screen.

AREC
ALMOE

C1

Almoe are launching the Microsoft Surface Hub and
Pro this year at GESS 2018. Transforming the way
education professionals work. Engages students,
energises classrooms & improves learning.
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S62

Bringing the latest new products: Spacesgate SG-1
Media Collaboration System and easy-to-use Lecture
Capture Solution. The World’s Innovative All-in-One
Device to Offer Collaboration, Video Conferencing,
and Lecture Capture at once. Easy-to-Use AVIT
device. AREC provides the complete Lecture Capture
solution and brings new Media Collaboration System
that changes the way we engage in a remote training.
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AVI-SPL

F50

AVI-SPL provides communication systems that enable: Streaming media, Distance learning, Collaborative
classrooms, Paging systems & Digital signage. Integrating systems that help foster student learning and
information retention by providing rich interactive experiences for their users. AVI-SPL can help educators
create a powerful learning environment for their students, faculty, and community.

CLEVERTOUCH INTERACTIVE
DISPLAYS
		

E22

Designed for education, Clevertouch features a dualplatform interface and a cross-platform connectivity
structure, allowing classroom collaboration. With
a combination of new LUX interface, Cleverstore,
superior connectivity, teaching/collaboration software
provide innovative experience to the users. Aesthetix
cater to learning/collaboration in K-12 education
sector, providing both software and hardware solution
for interactive classroom environment.
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EPSON

O50

Epson will be displaying their latest education
solutions for smart classrooms including the launch
of their new interactive laser projector, Ultra Short
Throw Interactive projectors, and WorkForce Printers.
Visit the Epson stand to experience the latest in smart
classrooms.
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PROJECTION HOUSE LLC
LAIN S.R.L. ITALY

P2

Launching multimedia Language Lab Software
“NIBELUNG” with professional audio network IDL,
Headsets, student’s audio modules, Teacher main
Audio matrix system. Made in Europe, you can
see software and hardware to experience a real
Communication in the Multimedia Language labs,
using latest Technologies. The schools who will buy
their software by signing a contract in the stand, will
get 10% discount.

The new launch of Pixel Mapping and interactivity
impacts on engaging students in trying new
things and in developing their learning skills. The
products are innovative as they make structuring
lessons easier, enjoyable, fun, and engaging. Saves
significantly on education costs and time andb
rings flexibility and convenience. Witness the most
advanced solutions at their stand and discover the
latest trends in education technology.

PROMETHEAN
NUTKASE ACCESSORIES

Q22

Launching both their new range of Chromebook
protective cases, as well as the new Rugged iPad
case. NutKase manufacture high quality, branded
iPad, MacBook, Chromebook and Laptop protective
cases - designed entirely for the high intensity needs
of K12! Visit the stand for a range of giveaways ranging
from their high quality cable mesh zipper bags, to the
occasional sample case to their famous pens!

I1

R50

Promethean will be revealing its enhanced range of
ActivPanel solutions which will see a wider range of
sizes and greater functionality launched. As a connected
hub of the classroom ActivPanel enables greater
collaboration and increases student engagement and
motivation. Visit the stand to learn more about using
edtech to improve teaching and learning and creating a
truly connected classroom using the ActivPanel. They
will also be launching the Promethean Grant in the
Middle East. This is an opportunity for schools to win an
ActivPanel by submitting creative nominations.

GOLD SPONSOR

SPEKTRON

F1

Spektron our Gold Sponsor are launching the eHUB Wireless Display System
and exhibiting Interactive LED Displays, Multimedia Projectors, IWB &
Visualizers that enables interactivity in classrooms & presentation rooms.
Visit the stand for live product demos and GESS special offers for all visitors.
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PLAY, ENGAGE, LEARN…
Just as important as digital advances and technology are the core products to engage and stimulate children to
learn. These exhibitors have a selection of award winning products, some of which are exclusive to GESS and
new to the market.

AVA VISION

G62

Multi-touch display table, which allows multiple
numbers of children to enjoy educational, and
entertainment contents through multi touch display.
Pre-loaded application allows games and group
learning, which makes class interactive, and build up
skill of creativity and communication for students.

BEN AND BETTY PHONICS

N61

Arts and crafts products that are sold to schools,
nurseries and parents at a reasonable price. Most of
their products are not sold by any competitors.

Q30

Award winning interactive innovative Fun Phonic
programme covering all areas of the EY curriculum
by immersing them in the letter sound through play.
New to GESS Dubai is the beginning Phonics Book
to complement our Ben and Betty Phonic interactive
programme. Activity book to develop understanding/
problem solving skills. See how a fun way of learning
gives every child the chance they deserve and the
opportunity to read and reach their full potential.
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CRAFT BOX

EARLY YEARS RESOURCES

R43

Come and see the range of exciting exclusively
designed products and packs you won’t find anywhere
else. With top quality educational resources to inspire
awe and wonder, designed by Early Years Resources
team of experienced teachers and early years
specialists. Products and kits developed by their team
of early years specialists which are the answer to the
‘I wish we had’ and ‘where can I find’ questions.
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FOCUS EDUCATION

EDUPLAN

M63

Promoting catalogues related to school resources,
which will help schools to organise and makes it easy
to insource their day-to-day requirements. It’s the
one stop solution for education requirements. Visit
the stand for exciting demos and a planned discount
structure if you order at GESS.

Launching at GESS is Inspection Coach which
combines top quality consultancy with state-ofthe-art technology to simplify the process of school
self-evaluation. Their products and publications are
written by Inspectors and Consultants with many
years’ experience. Making the complex simple, these
products have sold thousands in UK schools. Visit the
stand for a 10% discount off all orders taken during
the exhibition. On stand competitions, giveaways and
demonstrating our latest Inspection Software.

IDEA INTO ACTION

FINDEL EDUCATIONAL
RESOURCES		

R20

E33

With unique and new materials. Educators can give
learning objectives and ideas that will be turned
into action. Easy to use and to integrate into the
curriculum and provides materials in Arabic that can
be difficult to find. Launching at GESS will be their
educational teaching colours game.

Innovative and new educational resources & Furniture
offering a door to door service from the UK to the
middle east. With over 1300 products added to their
range for 2018, it’s a true one stop shop for your
educational resource needs from early years to STEM.
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NMC TRADING – EDUCATION AND
STATIONERY SUPPLIES DIVISION

P10

NMC is the largest educational resource provider in
UAE providing products across primary resources,
science, sports, music and SEN categories. The
products have been designed after extensive research
on the educational needs and learning methodology
of international schools across the globe. With a wide
range of products from UK suppliers, you can see over
2000 products for international schools.

RAYMOND

With more than 6500 items, the 2018 catalogue has
more than 1000 new products. Each product has its
own innovations for the education market and is easy
to implement and learn.

REMI S.C.
QUAVER MUSIC

F52

Come and see why teachers report increased
job satisfaction AND student engagement when
using QuaverMusic in the classroom. With
teaching resources for music educators in PreK-8.
Demonstrations will feature songs from around the
world and cross-curricular connections. Stop by to
sign up for free access to their complete curriculum!
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H10

E2

Presenting new to the UAE market, prize winning
educational products from Poland, including Giganto
- big blocks for physical activity, Korbo - construction
educational blocks, ScottieGo - coding game and
Nature - teaching materials for biology.
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EXPAND YOUR MIND AND LEARN SOMETHING NEW…
Research (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) has shown that children who choose to
pick up a book for pleasure are more likely to succeed in life. As well as exercising our brains and improving
concentration, reading teaches students about the world around them. Here’s a selection of our exhibitors who
are bringing these essential classroom materials to GESS.

KORTEXT

P30

Kortext will be showcasing their world-leading digital textbook and personal learning platform, which provides
access to over 500,000 e-textbooks. The Kortext platform gives students and teachers access to a wide range of
digital learning content and helps to personalise the learning experience. With cloud-based, scalable technology
means the platform can be adopted at single course or institution level, through to country-wide access.

KUTUBEE

O1

Kutubee provides students with interactive reading
stories in Arabic and English. Teachers can give
assignments and track students’ progress. Offering
the ability to listen to the story, record voices and
share it with teachers, offline reading and includes
best stories from the renowned publishers. The
stories are in alignment with PYP, Libraries, Levelled
Reading standards.
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MCGRAW HILL EDUCATION

J55

McGraw Hill Education will be showcasing the
primary and secondary school print and digital
portfolio in addition to their higher education
portfolio. Their digital products - ConnectEd,Red Bird
and ALEKS which are a combination of blended and
adaptive learning solutions for teachers and students.
The innovative combination of blended and adaptive
learning gives educators the opportunity to offer
valuable insight into student performance.
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SAMA PUBLISHING, PRODUCTION
AND DISTRIBUTION 		

Y50

All their books and products are innovative in the way
they teach Arabic language to young children. See
their creative writing training for writers, students
and teachers and the launch of Arabic Alphabet
bathing cubes – fun, interactive and simple way to
teach Arabic to kids at bath time. Visit the stand for
demonstrations, giveaways and discounts.

SCHOLASTIC

TRUGS (READ SUCCESSFULLY LTD)

Q30

trugs (teach reading using games) phonetically
structured card games. A wonderful, professional
and engaging way to learn to read. trugs is huge fun
and even the most disinterested students will learn to
read using trugs. Seeing is believing. Visitors will be
able to play the games with the trugs creator on the
stand and see just how effective the reading games
are. Visit the stand to take place in a competition speed of processing. The winner on each day will
receive a trugs prize. Also purchases will have special
deals on the day.

D51

Scholastic is exhibiting a range of literacy and
mathematics products for PreK through secondary
including the launch of Ooka Island, Literacy Pro and
My Arabic Library Kindergarten. Features proven
effective strategies from top-performing countries.
Adaptivity of digital programs and optional tools
ensuring every child is learning. Their experienced
Dubai-based office team includes education
professionals with deep understanding of challenges
facing students and educators.

WORLDDIDAC ASSOCIATION

N52

Worlddidac Association is launching a new
Membership Structure. Worlddidac is a global trade
association for companies producing products of
education and training across a broad spectrum of
education levels. Visti their stand to find out more
about the Membership opportunities and Members
benefits & advantages.
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A SENSE OF STYLE –
SCHOOL UNIFORMS AND WORKWEAR
Uniforms can give students a sense and identity of belonging to a particular school. These suppliers at GESS
Dubai have a range of products available, some are bespoke and use the latest technology to address the
exacting climate in Dubai.

D4DESIGNS LLC

I63

School uniforms, performance sportswear,
graduation gowns, lab coats. Practical designs with
breathable fabrics. High quality, value for money.
The products are innovative as they Trendy designs,
comfortable fit, hidden features for practical use,
fabrics selected for Gulf climate. Visit the stand for
samples of their products.

THE DIRECT GROUP & SCHOOL
UNIFORM DIRECT 		

G61

Their school uniforms manufactured of the highest
quality of textiles and experienced professionals that
guarantees the comfort of the students. Visitors to
the stand will be welcomed by the director himself
and will be showing their products, explaining the
process of the end product, and more.

P41

Suppliers of custom and bespoke uniform and
workwear, from design to production. They’re
launching The Ultimate Book Bag, at GESS Dubai. A
convenient School Bag for Children (3 to 11 years) to
carry to and from the school. With Unique Features.
The only limit is your imagination as they have
bespoke solutions tailored to their client’s needs. Any
mix of colours/combinations and designs. With InHouse design and production. Visit the stand to pick
up your free tote.
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MASA CLOTHING FACTORY

SNAR / NATURA

D1

Natura school uniforms are not only uniforms, but
also a life style... How is nano technology used in
school uniforms? Using cotton weighted products
and HybridNano,TermocoolFresh technology and
Organic products in school uniforms, to provide a
healthy future for the student, and uniforms they feel
comfortable in. Visit their stand for special prices only
for GESS visitors.
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We’re thrilled to have three Apple resellers at GESS Dubai this year. Presenting the latest Education Solutions
and Apple products, find out about the latest innovations, and how it can be used in your classroom.
You can also see keynote Abdul Chohan giving an inspiring talk titled “Changing Belief” in the GESS Talks Arena
and workshops looking at innovation and elements of leadership.

JTRS LLC

S60

JTRS will be exhibiting Apple solutions incorporating
STEM products such as Sphero to help demonstrate
the impact of technology in education across all
age groups. Engaging with students of all ages
to enhance their learning experiences. Helping
Teachers and IT managers to achieve seamless
technology integration. Come and see Apple iOS 11 in
schools and have a play and challenge yourself with
Sphero, a leading STEM manufacturer that works
with Apple SWIFT playground’s iPad App using SWIFT
coding language.

PROTECHNOLOGY

PROTECHnology provide the tools to support and
develop students creativity and learning future skills.
Visit their stand for product launches, hands-on
demonstrations, discounted products and competition
giveaways.

MDS COMPUTERS
MDS will be showcasing how Apple products enable digital transformation in education. Make sure you visit
their stand and get a chance to explore how augmented reality and coding on iPad and iOS 11 provide great
learning experiences to engage students like never before.
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M40

Taking place on stand M40 these hands on Apple Solution Expert for Education Workshops will enable digital
transformation in education focusing on coding, AR and robotics.

10:00

11:00

12:00

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00
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TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Apple Teacher Recognition

Apple Teacher Recognition

Apple Teacher Recognition

Be inspired to make the most of
Apple technology in the classroom
and become an Apple Teacher.

Be inspired to make the most of
Apple technology in the classroom
and become an Apple Teacher.

Be inspired to make the most of
Apple technology in the classroom
and become an Apple Teacher.

Coding for Entrepreneurship

Coding for Entrepreneurship

Coding for Entrepreneurship

Empower your students by allowing
them to explore the world of
entrepreneurship through coding
and app development.

Empower your students by allowing
them to explore the world of
entrepreneurship through coding
and app development.

Empower your students by
allowing them to explore the
world of entrepreneurship through
coding and app development.

Augmented Reality for Learning

Augmented Reality for Learning

Augmented Reality for Learning

Unlock the potential of Augmented
Reality Apps on iPad and iOS 11.
Enable students to experience an
immersive learning experience like
never before.

Unlock the potential of Augmented
Reality Apps on iPad and iOS 11.
Enable students to experience an
immersive learning experience like
never before.

Unlock the potential of Augmented
Reality Apps on iPad and iOS 11.
Enable students to experience an
immersive learning experience like
never before.

Become a Drone Pilot

Become a Drone Pilot

Become a Drone Pilot

Join our hands-on session and
meet our enthusiastic team of
educators who will introduce you to
the basic concepts of coding using
Swift Playgrounds and drones.

Join our hands-on session and
meet our enthusiastic team of
educators who will introduce you to
the basic concepts of coding using
Swift Playgrounds and drones.

Join our hands-on session and
meet our enthusiastic team of
educators who will introduce you to
the basic concepts of coding using
Swift Playgrounds and drones.

iOS Deployment 101

iOS Deployment 101

iOS Deployment 101

Explore our range of products
and services which will help your
technical team deploy Apple
devices at your school.

Explore our range of products
and services which will help your
technical team deploy Apple
devices at your school.

Explore our range of products
and services which will help your
technical team deploy Apple
devices at your school.

Creativity with Clips

Creativity with Clips

Creativity with Clips

Discover how to involve students
of different age groups in
collaborative activities using Apple
Clips App.

Discover how to involve students
of different age groups in
collaborative activities using Apple
Clips App.

Discover how to involve students
of different age groups in
collaborative activities using Apple
Clips App.

Apple Teacher Recognition

Apple Teacher Recognition

Be inspired to make the most of
Apple technology in the classroom
and become an Apple Teacher.

Be inspired to make the most of
Apple technology in the classroom
and become an Apple Teacher.

Classroom App for Teachers

Classroom App for Teachers

Classroom turns your iPad into
a powerful teaching assistant,
helping a teacher guide students
through a lesson, see their
progress, and keep them on
track. Join us on this session to
experience the classroom App.

Classroom turns your iPad into
a powerful teaching assistant,
helping a teacher guide students
through a lesson, see their
progress, and keep them on
track. Join us on this session to
experience the classroom App.
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ABDUL CHOHAN
Co-founder of The Olive Tree Free School, Former CEO at Essa Foundation
Academies Trust, Director of ThinkSimple Ltd, Apple Distinguished Educator

CHANGING BELIEF

27 Feb 2018, 13:30 – 14:00 - GESS Talks Arena
This will discuss the importance of changing beliefs in order to create a culture of positive change. The keynote
will also share The Olive Tree School, UK, (a Ofsted Outstanding school and an Apple Distinguished School) and
its implementation of innovation as a process rather than just an idea. The keynote will also share the impact of
innovation with great ideas that can be implemented by the audience.
INNOVATION IN SCHOOLS - WORKSHOP

28 Feb 2018, 12:30 – 13:00 - Future Learning
Delegates will hear about the importance of investing in the correct foundations for innovation. Abdul will
discuss the difference between mobility and portability and will share practical examples of how this can
impact innovation.
ELEMENTS OF EDUCATION VIP CLUB SESSION

SIGN UP
28 Feb 2018, 11:00 – 12:00 – VIP Club Marketing Suite
Leadership Workshop: This will be focused on key aspects of leadership. Primarily the focus will be on agreeing
the ‘non-negotiables’ that allow leaders to lay a successful foundation for building a learning experience that
is truly ‘Outstanding’. This will be based on past and current experience. A must for school leaders and
leadership teams.
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WELCOME TO FIRST TIME EXHIBITORS:
STAND M10
Make sure you visit their stand to see pi-top’s unique, award-winning, modular learning by making computing
platform, supported by curriculum tools and software, brings computer science and multidisciplinary STEAM
education to life.
By combining creative, critical and computational thinking learners are invited to work collaboratively on real-world
challenges using the pi-top physical computing and coding ecosystem.

The new pi-top: a modular laptop

pi-topCEED: a modular desktop

The new pi-top is a modular laptop, powered by a
Raspberry Pi microcomputer, designed for learning by
making projects.

The pi-topCEED is a modular desktop learning by
making platform. It is the all-in-one Raspberry Pi
powered desktop that is the perfect workstation for your
STEAM learning by making projects.

Slide back the keyboard to reveal an exciting new world
of electronics, coding, art, maths and science, that
you can enjoy and learn from regardless of your age or
technical ability.
pi-top comes with the Inventors Kit - a pack of
components and software for over 20 projects - the
revolutionary and OCR endorsed pi-topOS, the unique
pi-topCODER making environment providing hundreds
of hours of projects matched to computer science
and STEAM curriculums and CEEDuniverse, a playful
adventure game for learning science and coding
concepts.
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It comes with a 14” screen and easy access to
the inside of the hardware via the magnetic rail for
experimenting and creating projects. Supported by
pi-top’s powerful curriculum tools and software pack
the pi-topCEED makes it easy for teachers to quickly
deploy Raspberry Pi in the classroom and start teaching.
It’s a modular desktop that is simple to setup and use
and comes with all required software pre-loaded for an
out-of-the-box STEAM and Computer Science teaching
and learning.
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pi-topOS Polaris: The Intuitive Operating System for Raspberry Pi
Based on Raspbian, the OCR* endorsed pi-topOS platform comes pre-installed and ready to go on an SD card
shipped with every pi-top computer. The pi-topOS software suite lets you everything that you would expect from a
modern laptop or desktop computer:
•

browse the web

•

stream media

•

check emails

•

create and edit Microsoft Office compatible files

It includes the pi-topCODER environment with hundreds of hours of curriculum-matched worksheets and teaching
guides for Raspberry Pi projects. It also comes with the fabulous educational space exploration game CEEDuniverse
and Minecraft Pi.

Hands-on STEAM Education Workshops from pi-top
Join pi-top on their stand M10 for hands-on workshop in a futuristic collaborative classroom setting. It is about
solving problems together, applying knowledge and discussing with others what will work best. Get making,
innovating and creating with the pi-top modular products - learn how to code in python and do some real-life
physical computing. Additionally, we’ll discuss 21st-century skills and what global problems lie ahead.
•

Discuss 21st-century skills, global problems and collaborative problem-solving

•

Build your own circuit with lights, buzzers, sensors and motors

•

Explore a whole new chapter of computer science, STEAM education and Making

The questions we ask, how can we equip our children with the knowledge and skills to thrive in a
transforming world?

These fast-paced, hands on sessions take place at the following times:
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27 & 28 February 2018

1 March 2018

Session 1:

11:00 - 11:45

Session 1:

11:00 - 11:45

Session 2:

12:00 - 12.45

Session 2:

12:00 - 12.45

Session 3:

14:00 – 14:45

Session 3:

14:00 – 14:45

Session 4:

15:00 – 15:45
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BE INSPIRED AND FIND YOUR BRIGHT IDEAS WITH
THE GESS DUBAI CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
This year in the GESS Talks Arena we’ve got a fantastic array of keynote speakers all talking under the theme of
“Lifelong Inspirations”. Featuring an exciting range of talks from individual keynotes, to panel session and 1-2-1
interview style conversations. With inspirational keynotes and dynamic movers and shakers, these sessions
are designed to inspire and engage to help you learn about the latest global education trends and to push your
education agenda forwards.

DAY 1 – 27 FEBRUARY
MINDSET SHIFT
DR. SCOTT BOLLAND
FOUNDER/CTO, NEW DAWN TECHNOLOGIES
Dr Scott Bolland is the founder of New Dawn Technologies, a high-tech start up devoted
to improving education through artificial intelligence. Scott’s background is in Cognitive
Science – an interdisciplinary study of how the mind works, spanning such fields as neuroscience, psychology, and
computational science. Specifically, he has spent the last 20 years researching human problem-solving, learning
and creativity, and developing computer simulations that mimic human performance. His PhD work involved
the creation of a general framework for modelling human intelligence, and he received a University Medal for
outstanding scholarship, graduating in the top 1% of students at the University of Queensland.
With the birth of his own children (now aged 8, 12 and 14), he quickly realised the inherent limitations in the
current school system, and is now devoting his time to the creation of artificially intelligent tools for teachers
that help better personalise education and unlock student potential. This work received the backing of
Australian entrepreneur, Sean Howard AO - one of the leading pioneers in the Australian IT industry.
Scott believes that artificial intelligence will no doubt disrupt education, providing personalised, effective and
affordable tuition for all, which in itself has profound positive economic and social implications for the future.

CHANGING BELIEF
ABDUL CHOHAN
CO-FOUNDER OF THE OLIVE TREE FREE SCHOOL, FORMER CEO AT ESSA FOUNDATION
ACADEMIES TRUST, DIRECTOR OF THINKSIMPLE LTD, DISTINGUISHED EDUCATOR
Abdul Chohan is a teacher of 17 years and a school leader based in the UK. He is known
for his pioneering work on mobile based learning at Essa Academy, Bolton, UK. Since then he has worked with
a number of international educational organisations as well as devising learning strategies based on mobile
technology platforms.
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Currently he is the Director of Development for the The Olive Tree Education Trust in Bolton, UK. In addition to
this he is also the Director of ThinkSimple Ltd which is a thought leadership organisation that provides support
to schools and Ministries of Education, in terms of Vision and implementation.
Abdul also co-founded the very successful ‘Olive Tree Primary Free School’ in Bolton, UK that utilises the same
mobile based learning approaches. His programmes focus on the idea of ‘Changing Belief” through ‘Simplicty
and Reliability’ and have extended beyond the traditional school environment to impact families and the the wider
communities that the schools serve.
Abdul has engaged with a number of Ministries of Education including India, Australia, Singapore and Iceland
in a range of activities including workshops and thought leadership conversations. Abdul currently supports
schools in Denmark, Sweden and India with the development of a clear mobile based learning strategy.

THE MONA LISA EFFECT ™ – DIGGING FOR TREASURE ON
THE STUDENT DATA MAP
MATTHEW SAVAGE
PRINCIPAL, INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY SCHOOL AMMAN, JORDAN
Currently Principal at the International Community School Amman, and formerly Adjunct
Lecturer in School Leadership at the University Brunei Darussalam, Matthew has previously led international
schools in Asia and Europe. A graduate of Oxford University, with 13 years of middle and senior leadership
experience in the UK comprehensive sector, and currently studying for his EdD under the supervision of
Professor Stephen Heppell, he is both the founder of Polio Points, a unique student reward programme which
incentivises student achievement through humanitarian aid, and a fierce advocate for Student Voice, on which he
has published several articles and delivered training across Europe. Matthew has written and presented widely
across the world on The Mona Lisa Effect™, and he now offers training and consultancy, both online and faceto-face, to school leaders from across the globe.

BUILDING STUDENT SELF-EFFICACY – THE KEY TO
ACADEMIC SUCCESS
NICOLA LAMBROS
DEPUTY HEAD, KING’S COLLEGE, THE BRITISH SCHOOL OF MADRID, SPAIN
Nicola believes wholeheartedly that a strong pastoral program underpins academic
success and is passionate about spreading the importance of focusing on student attitudes rather than grades.
An experienced senior leader in education, her most recent experience involved setting up and establishing an
International Secondary School in Kuala Lumpur. The development of an innovative curriculum based on an
outstanding pastoral care system with positive education at its core enabled all students to achieve and realise
their full potential leading to outstanding IGCSE and A Level results. Now the Deputy Head, whole school at
King’s College, Soto in Madrid, Nicola is keen to work with other educators to place student attitudes as the top
priority in schools as she has proven from her experience, MA research and work with supporting other schools
in this area that this is the key to developing lifelong learners and achieving academic success.
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DAY 2 – 28 FEBRUARY: AUGMENTED LEARNING
ARMIN DUFF
HEAD OF EDUCATION, SWISS SCIENCE CENTER TECHNORAMA
As Head of Education of the Swiss Science Center Technorama Dr. Armin Duff is
responsible for the educational programs and part of the exhibit development team.
He has extensive experience in designing hands-on social learning environments. After
obtaining a Master degree in Physics at ETH Zürich Dr. Armin Duff earned a Ph.D.
in Neuroscience at ETH Zurich working at UPF Barcelona. As Postdoc and Assisting
Professor at UPF Barcelona he worked in the SPECS lab in neuroscience, robotics, stroke rehabilitation and
educational projects breaching the gap between basic research and technology solutions.

PREPARING STUDENTS TO THRIVE IN A GLOBALLY
CONNECTED WORLD
RICHARD CULATTA
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR TECHNOLOGY IN
EDUCATION (ISTE)
Culatta brings vast experience in education policy, teacher preparation, educational technology and innovation to
his role with ISTE. Culatta is a longtime ISTE member and a past recipient of the ISTE Making IT Happen Award.
Prior to joining ISTE, Culatta served as the chief innovation officer for the state of Rhode Island. As the director
of the U.S. Department of Education’s Office of Educational Technology, Culatta focused on efforts to expand
connectivity to schools across the country and develop the National Education Technology Plan. Prior to his
role with the Department of Education, Culatta served as an education policy adviser to U.S. Sen. Patty Murray.
Culatta began his career in the classroom as a high school teacher.

MAXIMISING THE IMPACT OF THE EDUCATIONAL
INFRASTRUCTURE ON LEARNING
PROF PETER BARRETT MSC PHD DSC
Professor Barrett is a past President of the UN-established International Council for
Research and Innovation in Building and Construction (CIB). He is Emeritus Professor of
Management in Property and Construction at Salford University in the UK and Honorary
Research Fellow in the Department of Education at Oxford University.
Peter is an international advisor to the OECD and the US-based Academy of Neuroscience for Architecture and
American Institute of Architects. He has produced over one hundred and seventy single volume publications,
refereed papers and reports, and has made over one hundred and ten presentations in around sixteen countries.
Professor Barrett has undertaken a wide range of research. He is currently focusing on the theme of Senses,
Brain and Spaces with a particular interest in the area of school design and achieving optimal learning spaces.
The findings of this work have, for the first time, isolated a significant influence of “Clever Classrooms” on
variations in pupils’ learning. This has directly influenced, for example, the US Green Building Council and the
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Norwegian Education Directorate. Peter now carries out strategic consultancy on optimising the impact of
school buildings on learning, most recently for the World Bank in Romania and, in the UK, for the Girls’ Day
School Trust and the Haberdashers’ Aske’s Boys’ School.

THE LITERACY OF MATHEMATICS
DR. PAUL SWAN
Has been teaching for over 30 Years. He began his career as a primary school teacher
and then taught secondary school mathematics and spent 18 years as a University
Lecturer in Mathematics Education. He has authored or co-authored over 50 books, won
numerous awards and designs games and mathematics manipulatives. Currently he is
working with leaders to improve the teaching of mathematics in schools.

JESSE LOZANO
CO-FOUNDER, PI-TOP
I was born in South Africa and moved to Texas when I was four. When I was 13 I won a
scholarship to a fantastic boarding school in the UK and was lucky enough to maintain that
scholarship until I graduated and sat for politics in my Undergraduate, and then completed
a Law Degree at Kings College London University. I ended up working in parliament for a
bit and that allowed me to set up a consulting group, which provided expertise to political
groups and stakeholders looking to expand their online presence.
I first met Ryan Dunwoody, my co-founder, in 2014 through a ‘pre-idea’ accelerator called Entrepreneur First.
Despite having job offers from the likes of Palantir and Rolls Royce, Ryan made the choice to join up with me
and move into my living room. We actually built the desk that we built the 3D printer on, so we could make the
prototype cases for the circuitry we were building to turn the Raspberry Pi into a fully functioning laptop. It was
a funny time, when we were building so much in very short periods of time and we really had very little money to
do anything. Back then, we ate a lot of pasta and tomato sauce.

WOMEN IN STEM SESSION
SAKI MILTON
US CURRICULUM MANAGER, THE GEMS CAMP - GIRLS INTERESTED IN ENGINEERING,
MATHEMATICS, AND SCIENCE
Saki Milton is an experienced mathematics educator with more than 8.5 years of
classroom teaching experience, including International Baccalaureate MYP teaching.
Prior to teaching, Saki established a 6-year proven track-record in marketing and
product management working for Texas Instruments EdTech Business. Passionate
about STEM education, she has been recognized for extensive work in the USA by founding The GEMS Camp
(Girls interested in Engineering, Mathematics and Science), a non-profit organization whose mission is to
build confidence in minority girls in grades 7-10 in five core areas called the 5 Karat Gems - Academics,
Career, Creativity, Leadership, and Service - so that they will be successful in STEM studies and beyond. The
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organization has served more than 300 girls in the Dallas and Houston metro areas since 2010 partnering
with major STEM employers including BP Oil, Pepsico-FritoLay, HESS Corporation, and NASA. Saki currently
resides in Dubai and works for Pearson Education as the U.S. Schools Curriculum Manager delivering educator
professional development to American curriculum schools across the Middle East. She holds a Master’s of
Business Administration in marketing from Southern Methodist University in Dallas, Texas, a Bachelor of Arts
in mathematics from The University of Texas at Austin, and is currently pursuing her doctorate from The British
University in Dubai in science education with a STEM focus.

DIANE JACOUTOT
MANAGING DIRECTOR OF EDVECTUS LTD.
Diane Jacoutot, BSc, MBA, REC is the founding manager of two successful international
teacher recruitment companies, Edvectus and Teachanywhere. With more than 15
years of experience recruiting western teachers to the Gulf, her companies have placed
more than 4000 teachers abroad. Mrs Jacoutot spent over 10 years as an engineer and
technical manager with IBM before entering the world of teacher recruitment, and she
excels at analysing data trends and communicating them in a way that is easily accessible to all.

MARYAM ALHASHMI
I don’t believe in the statement that what you love makes work effortless; I believe that
a passion puts you to work. My passion challenges me, intrigues me and motivates
me. My passion is inventing and innovation. At the age of 14, I was able to create a
machine that turns plastic into petrol. In the following years, I invented different types
of eco-friendly solar panels such as a plastic solar panel, transparent solar panel and
solar paint. My passion for innovation grew larger as the days went by, however, what
I chose to study at university was not aligned with my hobbies and passion. My name
is Maryam Mohammed AlHashmi, a 20 year old Economics student at Paris Sorbonne University, Abu Dhabi.
I now speak Arabic, English and French fluently whilst also learning Spanish and Chinese - 5 languages. I am
an advocate for women empowerment, the inclusion of People of Determination in today’s society, and I try, as
much as possible, to represent my country abroad in various programs. I have participated internationally in
science competitions to represent 4 inventions, such as the INTEL ISEF competition, the world’s largest science
competition. I have been chosen to publicly speak at multiple events about my innovation journey.
Recently, I was chosen to be a panel speaker at the World Skills Conference under the discussion of shaping the
future of education.
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DAY 3 – 1 MARCH: WELL-BEING
VISIBLE LEARNING RESEARCH
GERALD R. CHABOT
PH.D., SENIOR EDUCATION CONSULTANT, COGNITION EDUCATION, UAE AND
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ZAYED UNIVERSITY – COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Dr. Gerald Chabot was a successful career educator in America having served as
a teacher, principal and superintendent. Five years ago, he began his international service with a move to
Abu Dhabi. During this time, Gerald worked for the Abu Dhabi Education Council in School Operations and
as a Division Manager for Policy. Recently, he has taught at Zayed University as an Assistant Professor of
Educational Leadership in the master’s program and the undergraduate teacher preparation program.
His research interests are in educational leadership, school improvement and professional development. He
continues to serve as an educational consultant for Cognition Education in the UAE, specialising in the delivery
of the world-renowned Visible Learning plus programme, developed in collaboration with Professor John Hattie.
Gerald holds a BA from Anderson University and a Master’s degree from University of Missouri. He also is a
graduate of Ball State University with an Ed.S. degree. Dr. Chabot earned a Ph.D. in Educational Leadership
from Indiana State University.

EFFECTIVE ASSESSMENT IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
JAN DUBIEL
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT MANAGER, EARLY EXCELLENCE
Jan Dubiel is the International Development Manager at Early Excellence and works
as part of the team to support Early Years managers, leaders, teachers, practitioners
and Settings in all aspects of practice and provision. Having trained as an Early Years specialist, Jan worked
as a Nursery, Reception and Year 1 teacher in schools across the country, leading teams as an Early Years
co-ordinator. Following roles as an Early Years Consultant and Senior Adviser, he was appointed by the
Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (QCA) to lead on the management of the (Early Years) Foundation Stage
Profile, and had national responsibility for its implementation and moderation, developing guidance and support
materials and working at a strategic level with policy makers. More recently he was responsible for developing
a Government funded national Baseline Assessment for YR which was used by 12,000 schools in England.
Jan has developed a national and international reputation as a conference speaker, consultant and trainer and
he has written widely on different aspects of Early Years pedagogy. His first book “Effective Assessment in the
EYFS” was published by SAGE in 2014.
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A MINDSET FOR CHANGE
JOE MORETTI
APPLE DISTINGUISHED EDUCATOR, INTUITIONUK LTD
Joe is an Apple Distinguished Educator with over 35 years’ teaching experience directly
in the classroom. He has taught in primary, middle, secondary, further education and
higher education institutions. Originally a music specialist his role developed during his teaching career to
curriculum innovator, IT pedagogist and all round guru of innovative technologies. Although he has a reputation
for innovation this is not at the expense of the most important aspect of IT in education: delivering a motivating
and engaging learning experience. All of the innovation, all of the ‘wow’ and impact of new technologies counts
for very little if we are not able to identify how we are improving the learning of our students. Over the past
ten years Joe has embraced developments in various mobile technologies; iPad, Raspberry Pi, Augmented
Reality, iBeacons, the new coding curriculum and, of course, music. Along the way he has delivered successful
workshops in all Apple’s education technologies. He is able to draw on this extensive experience to help
schools identify which technologies and innovations fit best in their developing IT strategy and assist in their
implementation.

GRAHAM BROWN-MARTIN
Graham Brown-Martin is a leader in the field of foresight and anticipatory research,
bringing together social, political and technological trends to consider how we might
prepare ourselves for the future. He is the author of Learning {Re}imagined, the
bestselling book on global education published by Bloomsbury. He has enjoyed a 30
year career spanning the education, technology and entertainment sectors. He was the
founder of Learning Without Frontiers (LWF), a global think tank that brought together
renowned educators, technologists and creatives to share provocative and challenging
ideas about the future of learning. He left LWF in 2013 to pursue new programmes and ideas to transform the
way we learn, teach and live. He advises governments and organisations on how to innovate, build resilience and
adapt to change.
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM
GESS TALKS ARENA
Furniture supplier:

DAY 1 - 27.03.2018
13:30 - 14:00

CHANGING BELIEF

Abdul Chohan - Co-founder | The Olive Tree Free School

14:00 - 14:30

THE MONA LISA EFFECT - DIGGING FOR TREASURE ON THE
STUDENT DATA MAP

Matthew Savage - Principal | International Community School
Amman Jordan

14:30 - 15:00

BUILDING STUDENT SELF-EFFICACY - THE KEY TO ACADEMIC
SUCCESS

Nicola Lambros - Deputy Head | King’s College, The British
School of Madrid, Wellbeing in schools

15:00 - 15:30

EDUCATION IN THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

Graham Brown-Martin - Chief Education Adviser | pi-top

DAY 2 - 28.03.2018
Sponsored by:

Prof. Peter Barrett - Emeritus Professor of Management in
Property and Construction at Salford University and Honorary
Research Fellow in the Department of Education at Oxford
University

13:30 - 14:00

MAXIMISING THE IMPACT OF THE
EDUCATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE
ON LEARNING

14:00 - 14:30

THE LITERACY OF MATHEMATICS

14 :30 - 15:00

LEARNING BY MAKING : THE PI-TOP STORY FROM MAKER TO
MARKET

15:00 - 15:30

WOMEN IN STEM

Saki Milton - Executive Director | The GEMS Camp - Girls
Interested in Engineering and Maths, Diane Jacoutot - Managing
Director | Edvectus

15:30 - 16:00

PREPARING STUDENTS TO THRIVE IN A GLOBALLY CONNECTED
WORLD

Richard Culatta - CEO | International Society for Technology in
Education

Dr. Paul Swan - Mathematics Educator, CEO of Swan Educational
PTY Ltd
Jesse Lozano - CEO and Co-Founder | pi-top

DAY 3 - 01.03.2018
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13:30 - 14:00

VISIBLE LEARNING RESEARCH

Dr Gerald Chabot - Senior Education Consultant Cognition
Education | Assistant Professor | Zayed University - College of
Education

14:00 - 14:30

EFFECTIVE ASSESSMENT IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Jan Dubiel - International Director | Early Excellence

14:30 - 15:00

A MINDSET FOR CHANGE

Joe Moretti - Apple Distinguished Educator | INTUITIONUK LTD
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NEUROSCIENCE IN EDUCATION
Furniture supplier:

DAY 1 - 27.03.2018
10:30 - 11:15

BUILDING STRONG CHILDREN

David Hodgson – Master Practitioner and NLP Trainer

11:30 - 12:15

ARE WE READY FOR THE NEW WORLD?

David Hodgson – Master Practitioner and NLP Trainer

12:30 - 13:15

CREATIVITY IN THE CLASSROOM

David Hodgson – Master Practitioner and NLP Trainer

14:00 - 14:45

HOW WE REALLY LEARN

David Hodgson – Master Practitioner and NLP Trainer

15:00 - 15:45

MEMORY: REGISTRATION, RETENTION, RECALL AND REVIEW

David Hodgson – Master Practitioner and NLP Trainer

16:00 - 16:45

A TEENAGER’S SURVIVAL KIT

David Hodgson – Master Practitioner and NLP Trainer

DAY 2 - 28.03.2018
10:30 - 11:15

THE QUALITIES OF GREAT LEADERS

David Hodgson – Master Practitioner and NLP Trainer

11:30 - 12:15

HOW WE REALLY LEARN

David Hodgson – Master Practitioner and NLP Trainer

12:30 - 13:15

MEMORY: REGISTRATION, RETENTION, RECALL AND REVIEW

David Hodgson – Master Practitioner and NLP Trainer

14:00 - 14:45

CREATIVITY IN THE CLASSROOM

David Hodgson – Master Practitioner and NLP Trainer

15:00 - 15:45

ARE WE READY FOR THE NEW WORLD?

David Hodgson – Master Practitioner and NLP Trainer

16:00 - 16:45

BUILDING STRONG CHILDREN

David Hodgson – Master Practitioner and NLP Trainer

DAY 3 - 01.03.2018
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10:20 - 11:00

BUILDING STRONG CHILDREN

David Hodgson – Master Practitioner and NLP Trainer

11:10 - 11:50

ARE WE READY FOR THE NEW WORLD?

David Hodgson – Master Practitioner and NLP Trainer

12:10 - 12:50

CREATIVITY IN THE CLASSROOM

David Hodgson – Master Practitioner and NLP Trainer

13:30 - 14:10

HOW WE REALLY LEARN

David Hodgson – Master Practitioner and NLP Trainer

14:30 - 15:10

MEMORY: REGISTRATION, RETENTION, RECALL AND REVIEW

David Hodgson – Master Practitioner and NLP Trainer

15:20 - 16:00

THE QUALITIES OF GREAT LEADERS

David Hodgson – Master Practitioner and NLP Trainer
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FUTURE LEARNING

Furniture supplier:

DAY 1 - 27.03.2018
10:30 - 11:00

APP BUILDING FOR PRIMARY WITH MIT APP INVENTOR

Nathaniel Hyde – Head of Computing | Jebel Ali School

11:00 - 11:30

CURRICULUM BEYOND BOOKS

Greshma Momaya – Operations Head | Trio World School

11:30 - 12:00

SEESAW FOR INNOVATION COLLABORATION AND
COMMUNICATION

Widad Luqman – PLTW Master Teacher/Educational Consultant
| Saline Area Schools

12:00 - 12:30

WHAT HAS 5 YEARS IN TEACHER GAMIFICATION TAUGHT US?

Riku Alkio – Founder | Seppo

12:30 - 13:00

STEAM EDUCATION FOR GENERATION ALPHA

Prof. Dr. Fatma Bozkurt - Associate Professor in Science and
Mathematics Education Department | Erciyes University

13:00 - 13:30

INNOVATION IN EDUCATION THROUGH MICROSOFT
TECHNOLOGIES

Waqas Shafique – Master Trainer ( ICT Initiatives & Digital
Literacy) | Roots Millennium Schools

13:30 - 14:00

EFFECTIVE SCHOOL MANAGEMENT BUILDING A DIGITAL
PLATFORM FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING

Jennie Burke – Assistant Headteacher | JESS Dubai

14:00 - 14:30

GOOGLE VR AND EXPEDITIONS: OPENING THE CLASSROOM
DOORS TO THE WORLD!

Mark Duncan – Training Manager | Learn IT

14:30 - 15:00

DEVELOPING THE SMART FUTURE READY CITIZEN

Sajida Shroff – CEO | Altamont Group

15:00 - 15:30

EFFECTIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

Douglas Angus – Mathematics Teacher | Brighton College Al Ain

15:30 - 16:00

PLANNING FOR STEAM-BASED SCIENCE IN THE PRIMARY AND
EYFS PHASES

Javaid Russool – Science Lead and Year 5 teacher | Regent
International School

16:00 - 16:30

THE FUTURE OF LEARNING - IMPLICATIONS FOR LEADERS AND
TEACHERS

Stephen Cox – Managing Director | 21tenlearning

DAY 2 - 28.03.2018
10:30 - 11:00

THE MASTER CHEF MURDER. AN IBEACON MURDER MYSTERY

Joe Moretti – Apple Distinguished Educator | INTUITIONUK LTD

11:00 - 11:30

#FUTURESCHOOL: ARE YOU TALKING TO YOUR PARENTS
EFFECTIVELY?

Simon Noakes – Founder & CEO | Interactive Schools

11:30 - 12:00

K-12 SPACE EDUCATION

12.00-12.30

TOP 10 WAYS TO INNOVATE THE PRIMARY
SCHOOL CLASSROOM

Prof. Peter Barrett - Emeritus Professor of Management in
Property and Construction at Salford University in the UK and
Honorary Research Fellow in the Department of Education at
Oxford University; Session Sponsored by Gratnells

12.30-13.00

INNOVATION IN SCHOOLS

Abdul Chohan - Co-founder of The Olive Tree Free School,
Former CEO at Essa Foundation Academies Trust, Director of
ThinkSimple Ltd, Distinguished Educator

13:00 - 13:30

STEM GIRLS ARE GEMS GIRLS!

Saki Milton – Executive Director | The GEMS Camp - Girls
interested in Engineering, Mathematics, and Science

13:30 - 14:00

CONNECTING THE CLASSROOM TO THE WORLD

Maryam Ferdosi – Head of Digital Literacy | Dubai International
Academy

14:00 - 14:30

MINDFULNESS IN THE EARLY YEARS (KG-GR 2)

Niamh Callanan – Vice Principal | Gems American Academy

14:30 - 15:00

THE USE OF ONE NOTE

Amy Denyer – English Teacher | Jumeirah English Speaking
School

15:00 - 15:30

ROBOCORPS: USING PEER INTERACTION TO TEACH ROBOTICS

Jaafer and Noor-Aysha Saadat – Students | American
Community School of Abu Dhabi

Shady Elkassas – Head of Science Department | Sharjah
American International School-Shj Campus
Sponsored by:
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15:30 - 16:00

MAKING FAKEBOOK: GIVING PRIMARY STUDENTS AN
OPPORTUNITY TO EXPLORE SOCIAL MEDIA AND LEARN
RESPONSIBLE DIGITAL CITIZENSHIP IN A SAFE ENVIRONMENT

Richard Ballard – Head of Technology Integration | Raha
International School

16:00 - 16:30

PRACTICAL GUIDE: HOW TO BECOME A 1:1 GOOGLE SCHOOL

Mark Duncan – Training Manager | Learn IT

16:30 - 17:00

STEM EDUCATION : CHALLENGES, IMPLEMENTATION AND
RESOURCES

Dr. Ahmed Al-Gindy – Chair, Department of Engineering | Aldar
University

16:00 - 16:30

THE FUTURE OF LEARNING - IMPLICATIONS FOR LEADERS AND
TEACHERS

Stephen Cox – Managing Director | 21tenlearning

DAY 3 - 01.03.2018
10:30 - 11:00

PREPARING THE YOUNG GENERATION FOR LIFE AND WORK

Poonam Heryani – Head of Academics | Eduprenuer

11:30 - 12:00

PARENTING A SKILL

Anil Jinsi – Global Head of TMC shipping Pvt. Ltd | TMC shipping
Pvt. Ltd

12:00 - 12:30

INNOV8TR- DEVELOPING STUDENTS INNOVATORS

Evo Hannan – Head of Design and Innovation | GEMS
International School Al Khail

12:30 - 13:00

DIGITAL LEARNING IN KS2

Siobhan Kelly – Year 5 Class Teacher/Digital Learning Leader
| GEMS Wellington International School

13:00 - 13:30

FUTURE PROOFING YOUR SCHOOL

Panel Session - Chaired by: Stephen Cox, Managing Director,
21tenlearning; Panellists: Chassie Seloanne, Founding
Director of Learning Rising School Dubai; Joe Moretti, Apple
Distinguished Education, INTUITIONUK Ltd.

13:30 - 14:00

Rui da Silva & Khaled Farag – Director of Innovation | GEMS
EMBODYING LEARNING WITH MOBILE GAMIFICATION PLATFORM
Dubai American Academy; High School Arabic Teacher, GEMS
SEPPO
Dubai American Academy

14:00 - 14:30

BUILDING RELATIONAL CAPACITY WITH MULTICULTURAL
STUDENTS

Monique Williams – K-12 School Administrator | Al Sanawbar
School

14:30 - 15:00

FLIPPING THE CLASSROOM WITH GOOGLE EDUCATION AND
CHROMEBOOKS

Mark Duncan – Training Manager | Learn IT

EDUCATION IN ACTION

DAY 1 - 27.03.2018
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10:30 - 11:00

WHY VR? 8 REASONS WHY VR WILL TRANSFORM EDUCATION

Steve Bambury – Head of Digital Learning & Innovation | JESS
Dubai

12:30 - 13:00

ANTI-BULLYING COMMITTEE SHOULD BE A STUDENT LED

Abdullatif Rkieh – Teacher | Raffles Word Academy

13:00 - 13:30

A PRINCIPLED APPROACH TO EARLY YEARS LEARNING
ENVIRONMENTS - TRANSFORMING PRACTICE AND ENSURING
PROGRESS FOR ALL

Fiona Carter – International Regional Development Manager
| Early Excellence

13:30 - 14:00

STUDENT LED MINECRAFT TOURS OF THE BRAIN

Cecil Mack – Innovation Teacher | GEMS Dubai American
Academy

14:00 - 15:00

TRANSITION FROM SCHOOL TO HIGHER EDUCATION/FURTHER
EDUCATION: A PANEL SESSION

Fiona McKenzie - Director | Gabbitas Education
Panelists:
Bernie Lenoue: University Counselor | Jumeira Baccalaureate
School, Andy Gibbs: Principal | Dubai English Speaking College
Ian Thurston: Deputy Head Teacher (Key Stage 5 & Pastoral)
| JESS Dubai

15:00 - 15:30

USING EXPO2020 TO BUILD STEM SKILLS

Saki Milton – Executive Director | The GEMS Camp - Girls
interested in Engineering, Mathematics, and Science
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15:30 - 16:00

USE OF EDTECH WITHIN THE CLASSROOM

Damian Edwards – PE Teacher & Head of More and Exceptionally
Able learning | Kings Education

16:00 - 16:30

HOW VIRTUAL REALITY IS REVOLUTIONISING TEACHER CPD

Susan Day – Manager Director | Connect

16:30 - 17:00

STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESSFUL INCLUSION FROM EARLY
INTERVENTION TO SCHOOL

Hibah Shata – CEO and Managing Director | Maharat Learning
Center

DAY 2 - 28.03.2018
10:30 - 11:00

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO CHOOSING THE BEST VR EQUIPMENT
FOR THE CLASSROOM

Steve Bambury – Head of Digital Learning & Innovation | JESS
Dubai

11:00 - 11:30

THE IMPORTANCE OF TEACHING PERFORMING ARTS:
HAPPINESS, CONFIDENCE AND LEADERSHIP

Fiona Cottam – Principal and Chief Academic Officer | Hartland
International School

11:30 - 12:00

TEACHING CREATIVE CURRICULUM THROUGH EXPO 2020

Sameera Hussain – Class Teacher and Primary Creative
Curriculum Leader | GEMS Wellington International School

12:00 - 12:30

TAKING A MINDFUL APPROACH IN EDUCATION, PERSONALLY
AND PROFESSIONALLY

12:30 - 13:00

YOUTH MADE INITIATIVE

Ryan Ball – Founder of Youth Made Initiative and Head of Design
Technology at Garden International School | Youth Made Initiative

13:00 - 13:30

HOW TO USE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TO WRITE END-OFTERM REPORT COMMENTS - THE REPORTS MACHINE

Simon Kuznetsov – Design Teacher and Grade Leader | GEMS
World Academy Dubai

13:30 - 14:00

WHAT CAME FIRST THE CHICKEN OR THE EGG?

Lewis Miller – Head of Primary Science | Dubai International
Academy

14:00 - 14:30

THE CHILD AT THE CENTRE

Laura Henry – Managing Director, Laura Henry Consultancy

14:30 - 15:00

DEVELOPING THE INCLUSION AGENDA IN UAE SCHOOLS:
IMPLICATIONS FOR LEADERSHIP

Anne Shipton – Senior Head of Learning Support | Kent College
Dubai

15:00 - 15:30

ISMART - ASSISTING STUDENTS WITH LEARNING DIFFICULTIES
IN CLASS AND AT HOME

Angele Giuliano – CEO | iSmart Ltd

15:30 - 16:00

HAVING GIFTED STUDENTS IN THE CLASSROOM IS A BLESSING
NOT A BURDEN

Noha Shaaban – Educational Consultant | Alef Centre for
Educational and Psychological Consultations

16:00 - 16:30

EDUCATION IN LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION ! DRAMA IN
EDUCATION AND LEADERSHIP

Fiona Cottam – Principal and Chief Academic Officer | Hartland
International School

16:30 - 17:00

GAMIFICATION IN EDUCATION.. FROM ENGAGEMENT TO
PRODUCTIVITY BY MOTIVATION

Sultan Althubaiti – Educational Supervisor - PhD Student
| Ministry of Education

Ashley Green – Well-being Coordinator | JESS Jumeirah, Dubai

DAY 3 - 01.03.2018
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10:30 - 11:00

NEXT LEVEL VIRTUAL REALITY IN THE CLASSROOM

Steve Bambury – Head of Digital Learning & Innovation | JESS
Dubai

11:00 - 11:30

ROLE OF CLOUD COMPUTING – A STUDY ON MOOC IN
E-LEARNING

Saikat Gochhait – Assistant Professor (Post Doctoral Fellow
at University of Extremadura, Spain) | Symbiosis Institute of
Telecom Management (Symbiosis International University)

11:30 - 12:00

GARAGEBAND

Joe Moretti – Apple Distinguished Educator | INTUITIONUK LTD

12:00 - 12:30

AN ANALYSIS OF THE LINGUISTIC, PERSONAL, SOCIAL, AND
AFFECTIVE FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE SECOND LANGUAGE
ACQUISITION

Shireen Sinno – Manager | Arabic Language Centre

12:30 - 13:00

FINNISH EXCELLENCE IN VOCATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION

Sanna Nummela – Lead Expert | EduCluster Finland

13:00 - 13:30

PARENT TEACHER OBSERVATIONS RISK VS. REWARD

Timothy Roberts – Principal | Raffles World Academy

13:30 - 14:30

DATA FOR LEADERSHIP: EFFECTIVE USE OF CAT4 DATA

James Neill, Nicola Lambros – International Director | GL
Education | Deputy Head, whole school | King's College, Madrid

14:30 - 15:00

I LEARN DIFFERENTLY

Shereen Al Nowais – CEO/ Founder | Ta'leem Training & Skills
Development Centre (AUH)/ Taleem Speech Language Disorders
Center (DUBAI)
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INNOVATION STAGE

DAY 1 - 27.03.2018
10:30 - 11:00

CREATING FLEXIBLE LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

Andrew Short - Sales Director - International Schools
| Furnware

11:30 - 12:00

A TRULY INTERNATIONAL THEMATIC APPROACH TO TEACHING
AND LEARNING

Priyamvada Taneja, Jimmy Frawley - Regional Manager - India,
Middle East & Africa | Fieldwork Education | Head of Primary |
Compass International School Doha, Madinat Khalifa Campus

12:00 - 12:30

ROV - REMOTELY OPERATED UNDERWATER VEHICLES

Alaa Shrouf - CEO | STEMA Center

14:00 - 14:30

IS EDUCATION PROVIDING THE SKILLS OF THE FUTURE?

Dr. Saleh Al Hashemi
Chief Executive Officer | Alef Education

14:30 -15:00

FINNISH PEDAGOGY INNOVATION AND INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE Lea Tornberg - CEO | Coulu Systems / LeaDo

15:00 - 15:30

CHALLENGES WITH TECHNOLOGY IN THE EDUCATION INDUSTRY Dino Drimakis - Business Development Manager | NMK
& HOW TO DEAL WITH THEM!
Electronics

15:30 - 16:00

NO MORE SITTING STILL IN THE CLASSROOM

16:00 - 16:30

MEDICAL SIMULATION AND BIOLOGICAL EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS

Peter Lycops - Sales Director | i3 Group
Baojun Zhu - General Manager | Yuan Technology Limited

DAY 2 - 28.03.2018
10:30 - 11:00

INNOVATIVE DT LABS

Stephen Massey - Sales and Support Manager | TechSoft UK Ltd
(in partnership with Al Mazroui)

11:30 - 12:00

RETAINING TEACHERS IN A TRANSIENT ENVIRONMENT

Zen Khan - Education 1st Recruitment

12:00 - 12:30

INTRODUCING TEACH ASSIST - THE HUMANOID TO ASSIST
TEACHERS IN THE LEARNING ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS

Senthil Kugan - Director | Atlab

12:30 - 13:00

INTEGRATING STEAM INTO THE CURRICULUM

Rob Widger - Training Head | Atlab

13:00 - 13:30

TOOLS APP

Hanan Alarfaj - Educational Technology Supervisor | General
Education Administration

13:30 - 14:00

MATHEMATICS 101 – COMMON TEACHING TOOLS TO UTILISE

Dr. Paul Swan - Mathematics Educator, CEO of Swan Educational PTY
Ltd In Association with Edx Education | Swan Educational PTY Ltd

14:00 - 14:30

HANDS ON MATHEMATICS

Dr. Paul Swan - Mathematics Educator, CEO of Swan Educational PTY
Ltd In Association with Edx Education | Swan Educational PTY Ltd

14:30 - 15:00

CAREER GUIDANCE, INFORMATION, EDUCATION AND ADVICE SWITZERLAND

15:00 - 16.00

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR
CLASSROOM AND HOW TO GET THE
STUDENTS INVOLVED IN ACTIVE LEARNING

Sponsored by:

Bekim Kasumi - Managing Partner | Basic Check AG
Dr. Paul Swan - Mathematics Educator, CEO of Swan Educational
PTY Ltd; Prof. Peter Barrett - Emeritus Professor of Management
in Property and Construction at Salford University in the UK and
Honorary Research Fellow in the Department of Education at
Oxford University - Sponsored by Gratnells

WORLDDIDAC MINI CONFERENCE
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16:00 - 16:20

CONNECTED LEARNING FOR INDUSTRY 4.0

16:20 - 16:40

THE FUTURE OF JOBS AND THE FUTURE ROLE OF TVET (THE
COMING TVET VIRTUAL REVOLUTION)

16:40 - 17:00

ICT INNOVATIONS IN UK EDUCATION SECTOR

Reinhard Pittschellis - Manager Global R&D | Festo Didactic SE
Steven McKee - President & Founder, Labtech International Ltd.
Caroline Wright - Director General | British Educational
Suppliers Association
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Myriam Bonilla - Chief Commercial Officer | EDIBON

17:00 - 17:20

CLOUD LEARNING SOLUTIONS, BY EDIBON

17:20 - 17:40

IMPACT OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY ON EDUCATION

17:40 - 18:00

SCHOOLS IN 2020: LEARNING RESEARCH FORCES DRASTIC
CHANGE IN SCHOOL FURNISHINGS

Filippo Prosperi - Business Development Director | De Lorenzo Spa
Christian Eineder - Executive Director International Business
| Hohenloher

DAY 3 - 01.03.2018
10:30 - 11:00

THE IMPORTANCE OF INSPIRING LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
BASED ON EDUCATIONAL RESEARCHES IN GERMANY

Thomas Müller - Export Sales Director | A2S-Furnishing
Systems

11:00 - 11:30

VIRTUAL REALITY APPS

Alaa Shrouf - CEO, STEMA Center

11:30 - 12:00

CREATIVITY: THINK.MAKE.SHARE CAN WE TEACH OUR
STUDENTS TO BE CREATIVE?

Meis Kadhem - Dealer Business Manager Middle East & SubSaharan Africa | Steelcase

12:00 - 12:30

DIGITAL LEARNING CONTENT AND ENHANCED LEARNING
ANALYTICS: PERSONALISING LEARNERS EXPERIENCES FOR
SINGLE COURSES OR SMART NATIONS

Yaz El Hakim - Director of Education and Communications
| Kortext

12:30 - 13:00

ROBOTICS IN THE CLASSROOM

Rob Widger - Training Head | Atlab

13:30 - 14:00

HOW ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IS TRANSFORMING THE
CLASSROOM AND IMPROVING OUTCOMES TODAY

Priya Lakhani - Founder CEO | CENTURY Tech

14:00 - 14:30

BUILDING NUMBEROPOLIS! A BLENDED-LEARNING CREATIVE
NUMERICAL ADVENTURE

Dr. Rebecca Klemm - Founder & CEO | NumbersAlive!

15:00

CONFERENCE CLOSE

Please note – Conference schedule is correct at time of printing. For the latest schedule please download the official GESS Dubai
event app or visit www.gessdubai.com

THE OFFICIAL GESS DUBAI APP HAS NOW LAUNCHED!
Now you can keep up to date with all things GESS! Keep up to date with
announcements and changes to the programme and speakers, create a schedule for
your day and maximise your time at the event by making appointments with exhibitors
and find the products you want to see. All using wifi hot spots around the event.
Once you’ve downloaded the app, you’ll need to log in using the email address you
used to register for the event to access the app and create your profile.
Click the App store or Google Play icons below to head to the store and find our
official app.

If you want to find out more about how to register or access the app, you can visit
our app help centre.
Alternatively, you can click here to email the app support team with any questions
you may have.
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FINNISH PAVILION - STAND T10
CODE SCHOOL FINLAND
Code School Finland is the leading private company in Finland teaching
programming to children (6 - 16 years) and adults in Finland. Our programming
classes started in 2014 and our course contents have been approved by the Finnish
National Agency for Education to match the objectives set by the criteria for
programming in the Finnish national core curriculum for primary education. Our
offering is based on advanced pedagogical approach and a wide content portfolio.
For more info please visit codeschoolfinland.com

Code School Finland is at
Robosteam! International Artificial
Intelligence and Robotics event
which is organized in Helsinki,
Finland from October 10th to 12th
2017 as a part of Teknologia17 Expo.

Code Finland inspires children to
learn essential skills for the future
by introducing coding and the
underlaying algorithmics, logics
and mechanisms.

Bobo the Robot teaches
mathematics, topics in
sustainability, language grammar,
algorithmic thinking and much
more via a social learning
experience!

FINNOSCHOOL
Finnoschool is a education company providing tailored consulting services and inservice training to develop learning environments and school practices. We organize
training in Finland or at customer.
Finnoschool 365: Experience Finnish education excellency for teachers, educators,
students and administratives in Finland. We are specialists on latest pedagogical
practices through our trainers with strong academic and practical experience.
EduTravel 365 offers:…
•
•
•
•

Theory of Finnish
education and curriculum
School or kindergarden visit(s)
Experience of arctic nature and
culture
Education Study Tour (Oulu/
Lapland region)

Teacher 365 is a teacher
development program that:
•

•

•
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Support teachers professional
development and strengthen
their skills during education
process (10 days, online/at
customer)
Give the keys for successful
process in learning and
developing the schools.
Provide innovative learning
experiences in arctic nature
and culture with our partners.
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FINNISH PAVILION - STAND T10
KINDIEDAYS
Kindiedays helps educators and
families collaborate in real-time
on all the matters related to the
education and wellbeing of the
child in the childcare center.
Kindiedays has been designed
by kindergarten teachers with a
strong focus on people:

•

•

•

Provides educators with tools to support the child’s development. Capture the child’s activities and learning
with pictures, videos and notes. Include the child in the documenting process and share the moments with
families in real time.
Enables families to be part of the child’s educational development. No matter when and where, you will
have a channel between you and your child. Enjoy those precious learning moments even from a distance.
Communicate with the educators and stay on top of the daily routines.
Makes daily routines rich and efficient to give educators more time for quality education. All information is
kept safe and secure. Communication between families and educators is easy and real time with instant
messaging, photo sharing, daily reports, event invitations, information about meals, calendar and versatile
child profiles.

LEADO
LeaDo Learning Center is a pedagogic innovation that improves the quality of both
learning and teaching. It creates a relaxed and rewarding atmosphere in your class.
LeaDo’s activity control process guides your learning path in support of the student’s
self-reliance while easing any teacher’s workload.
LeaDo’s exercise features and physical activities help release excess energy,
improve one’s health and motor skills, and assist in the student’s ability
to focus. From a child’s viewpoint LeaDo also functions as a game-like
environment that gives a fun motivational boost to schoolwork.
LeaDo also includes versatile teacher guidance, student study materials, and
other induction and support instructions. LeaDo’s organizational platform
springs from its color coded learning pockets. The teacher can easily utilize
these to organize individual and co-operative learning paths.
LeaDo Learning Center is the solution for many challenges posed by the
classroom and other learning environments. With leaDo you bring to your class:
•
•
•
•
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Joy and strength to teaching
A modern pedagogic approach
A culture of participatory activity
A working model that encourages enterprise

•
•
•
•

Equipment and subject-centric solutions for an
active day
More energy through activities
Motivation for taking ownership of your learning
A more relaxed and rewarding atmosphere
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FINNISH PAVILION - STAND T10
OSAO
OSAO Edu Oy provides on behalf of Finland’s biggest Vocational College OSAO, visit
and training packages to individual professionals and groups, who are interested in
Finnish vocational education and training. The themes are, for example, operational
culture, school management, learning environments, entrepreneurship, English
language, work life collaboration and teaching and learning methods.
OSAO Edu Oy offers also visit and training packages to student groups, who are interested in vocational
education, English language and cultural exchanges in Northern Finland.
www.osao.fi

PINO NETWORK
PINO Network represents a wide range of offering in the education field in Northern
Finland. The high-quality products include learning materials, educational games,
software, school buildings, architecture and infrastructure, educational concepts and
consulting services offered by companies, schools and other organizations.
Oulu region offers a great variety of high quality products and solutions for both educational content and
infrastructure – we can build the best learning environments! PINO Network has been set up to showcase the
overall offering in this field and it’s our task to help regional companies to widen their global reach.
The acronym PINO comes from the Finnish words “Pohjoisen Innovaatiot” which means “northern innovations”.
In Finnish “pino” also means a stack of things.
The network will help companies to put together the right products and services for international clients, either in
small consortiums or with a larger group of partners. PINO can also help to develop education export offering.
PINO Network is part of the ERDF funded KAAKAO project financed by the Council of Oulu Region.
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FINNISH PAVILION - STAND T10
QRIDI
Qridi is an awarded pedagogical software to improve the teaching and learning.
Winner of the best digital learning solution in Finland in 2016. It is based on the
most recent results of studies on learning.
Qridi is a comprehensive tool that allows pupils to conduct self, peer and group
evaluations, and it allows for the use of guardian and teacher evaluations in an easy-to-use environment. With
Qridi, it is possible to direct and monitor pupils’ individual learning processes in a variety of ways.
Qridi Enables:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Self and peer evaluation Group evaluation
Learning diary Storing the learning process
Setting goals Personalised learning path
Learning analytics
Evaluation by parents
Evaluation portfolio Reports
A Qridi community

OSAO Edu Oy offers also visit and training packages to student groups, who are interested in vocational
education, English language and cultural exchanges in Northern Finland.

Teachers

Learners

Reports

Qridi Sport
Like Qridi provides same functionalities but geared towards a coach/athlete setup and is used by professional
and hobby sports clubs.

For more info please visit www.qridi.com
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FINNISH PAVILION - STAND T10
SEPPO
The Globally Awarded (GESS 2017, BETT 2018) Seppo is a unique tool that
helps you gamify your lesson plans. With seppo a teacher can easily turn any
neighbourhood to a pedagogical playground. Seppo combines gamification, social learning, digital storytelling
and physical movement. Gamification motivates students and allows them to apply theory into practice.
Increased engagement makes learning more efficient and leads to better learning results.
Seppo provides the teacher and the students with the freedom to use their creativity. It can be used for any
school subject at any school level. Having users on four continents proves that seppo inspires teachers and
students around the world and it can be localised to suit different environments and curricula.
The teacher creates the game and the exercises from scratch or by using materials from the vast content
library. Students then login into the game on their mobile devices.
Seppo games allow students to practice 21st century skills such as creative problem solving and digital
storytelling: the exercises can be answered to by video, audio, text and photos. Games are also a great way of
adding light exercise to school days instead of having students sit down in their desks all day.
Seppo UAE is launching the UAE gamified Arabic Curriculum tailored to suit the private and public schools in
the UAE. It will include games for native Arabic speakers, non-native speakers and Islamic studies.

For more info please visit www.seppo.io/en
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FINNISH PAVILION - STAND T10
SKILLOON
SKILLOON fosters an entrepreneurial mindset in the student participants. It
works like a personal trainer for students. A series of concrete tasks orientates
students towards working life and towards developing new businesses. It also
helps students in current studies!
SKILLOON helps teachers to realize entrepreneurship education in practice through concrete and ready-made
on-line activities.
SKILLOON is research-based platform that offers reliable and valid evaluation tools for entrepreneurial
learning. Students implement their own personal development portfolio called LOGBOOK that may be used for
course credit. Through SKILLOON courses students may also receive a course diploma that help them in a work
application. With SKILLOON, teachers and mentors guide students towards the skills they will need in the 21st
century.
References:
•
•
•

We recipient the Finnish National Agency of Education’s quality label. The Agency is also funding national
SKILLOON development in Finland.
SKILLOON is implemented in the latest national strategy for entrepreneurship education by The Finnish
Ministry of Education.
International SKILLOON piloting countries: Brazil, Argentina, USA, Estonia

See also: www.skilloon.com
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TURKEY | ISTANBUL
UAE | DUBAI

MEXICO | MEXICO CITY

INDONESIA | JAKARTA

Tarsus Support is a dedicated team whose main goal is to make your
life easier while planning and participating at any Tarsus event. the
first point of reference is the Tarsus Support website. It is here to
help transform your experience with easy to digest guides, training
and advice.
www.tarsussupport.com

Other GESS events:

Organised by:

@GESSDubai
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Facebook.com/GESSDubai
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@gesseducation

